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That resolution urges the United
Nations to enforce strict new rules
on inspecting Iraq and eliminating
its weapons of mass destruction,
while giving the president the
authority to act unilaterally if the
United Nations fails to crack down
on the Iraqi threat. It also requires
the president to notify Congress, no
later than 48 hours after commencing military action, on why diplomatic efforts were inadequate.

•See Page 2
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ADDRESSING IRAQ ISSUE ...
President Bush addresses the
nation on Iraq Monday at the
Cinncinnati Museum Center in
Cincinnati, Ohio. Bush traveled to Ohio as Congress prepares for an historic vote on a
resolution on Iraq, Bush is
seeking to provide a comprehensive assessment of the
threat Saddam
Hussein's
regime poses to the security
of the US and the world.

already familiar
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
with the local
Staff Writer
sheriff's departThe outcome of November's
ment and the
sheriff's election in Calloway
layout
of
County may come down to how votCalloway
ers interpret the word "experience."
County. Senf,
Democrat Larry Roberts, a lifemeanwhile,
long Calloway County resident, will
points to his
square off against Republican Don
education and
Senf, who has resided in the county
Roberts
job experience
for the past 22 years, on Nov. 5.
Current Calloway County Sheriff as his major strengths.
"(Senf) has a lot of credentials,"
Stan Scott is not seeking an addiRoberts said. "He's worked in a lot
tional term in office this year.
Roberts is currently employed by of places. Most of my experience
the Calloway County Sheriff's has been in Calloway County. That's
Office and works the day shift at the something he can't say."
"I was assigned to (KSP)Post I
Calloway County Judicial Building.
Senf is retired after having served (in Mayfield) in 1978," Senf said.
20 years with the Kentucky State "Before my opponent ever got
involved in law enforcement, I was
Police.
Thus far, the two candidates have working in Calloway County."
Roberts began working full-time
based their campaign platforms on
their own types of experience. as a deputy for Scott in 1994,
Roberts has touted the fact that he is although he had previously worked
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Monday Blaze

EDWARD SHERIDAN'Ledger & Times photo

A TOTAL LOSS
Nine Calloway County Fire-Rescue firefighters and two trucks responded to a storage building fire at
10382 Ky. 94 E. Monday at noon. The building, Which was a total loss, was owned by Tracy Pryor. No one was injured in the
fire.

Hazel to charge fee for each mowing
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — The Hazel City
Council has finally come to a decision on mowing.
The council, which met Monday
evening, agreed to no longer charge
a flat fee of $40 a year to persons
whose property the city mows, but
to charge an actual fee each time the
yard is mowed.
At last month's meeting, it was
noted that approximately 40 property owners have their property
mowed by the city. The city has an

'Experience' key in sheriff
election with Senf, Roberts

Kentucky Lottery
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Bush labels
Saddam
'homicidal'
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
House and Senate prepared to take a
step toward war by giving President
Bush authority to use military force
against Iraq's Saddam Hussein,
whom the president labeled a
"homicidal dictator" and the world's
greatest threat to peace.
Both houses were to begin formal debate Tuesday and hoped to
conclude by Thursday night, with
expectations they would approve a
resolution providing the president
wide latitude to take military action
to disarm Saddam of chemical, biological or nuclear weapons and, if
possible, depose the Iraqi leader.
In a somber address to the nation
Monday evening, Bush said the
threat from Iraq was unique and
imminent and there was no time to
wait for final proof that Saddam had
developed a nuclear capability —
"the smoking gun — that could
come in the form of a mushroom
cloud."
"While there are many dangers in
the world, the threat from Iraq
stands alone because it gathers the
most serious dangers of our age in
one place," the president said.
Bush told a Cincinnati audience
in his televised speech that Saddam
was -a homicidal dictator who is
addicted to weapons of mass
destruction," and that if he succeeds
in obtaining nuclear weapons to add
to his biological and chemical stockpiles, he "would be in a position to
blackmail anyone who opposes his
aggression."
The House has allotted 21 hours
to debate what House International
Relations Committee Chairman
Henry Hyde, R-Ill., a chief sponsor
of the White House-backed resolution, called "one of the most consequential questions we will deal with
for years to come."
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part-time for
former Sheriff
David
Balentine.
Prior to that,
Roberts, who
currently holds
the rank of sergeant, farmed
and worked 24
Senf
for
years
General Tire in Mayfield.
Senf, who has been retired for 3
1/2 years now, has served as a police
chief in Wyoming and Florida. His
resume also includes a stint as the
state's senior arson investigator and
working as a hazardous devices
investigator/bomb technician for 11
years.
While Senf may boast the longer
law enforcement resume, Roberts
has secured the endorsement of the

ordinance requesting all property be
kept in good shape, which includes
keeping it mowed. If the property
owner does not mow the property,
the city does and charges $40 a year
onto the annual tax bills.
"This is something it is time for
us to make a decision on," said
Hazel Mayor Dan Farris.
He said by Thursday the city will
draw up an agreement to determine
how much the mowing fee will
become after they factor in insurance, gas, mower depreciation and
labor.

"It would be in the cit. 's best
interest to go on private property
only when it is worked out with the
property owner, if the property
owner is unable to mow and it be
actual cost, not a flat fee.
In other business, Farris
addressed the request for the city to
rework drainage on the Nelson
property on Third Street.
At last month's meeting, Myrna
Nelson approached the council over
a drainage problem she was having
with her property. She said the city
came onto the property to fix a

drainage problem and now the property won't drain at all and leaves
water standing in her property for
weeks after it rains.
Farris said he went to the property and 'could not see a drainage
issue. He said drainage problems are
something that Hazel has and everyone must contend with them.
"It is just the nature of the beast,"
Farris said. "Hazel is low and it
doesn't drain well."
The council agreed to hire a part-

•See Page 2

Checking the Damage

BRANDI WILLIAMS/Ledger & Times photo

INVESTIGATION ... Murray Police Department officers investigate a weekend burglary of the
Bee Creek Soccer Complex concession stand. Shown are, left to right, MPD Capt. Clayton
Hendrix, Officer Tracy Gooch and Murray-Calloway County Park Director Brad Steele.
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One Marine dies after attack in Kuwait war games
KUWAIT (AP) — U.S. Marines
came under small arms fire today
during war games in Kuwait. One
Marine was killed and a second was
wounded. The two attackers were
wounded and captured by U.S.
forces.
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The Marines were involved in a
live-fire exercise when they were
attacked, apparently by civilians,
Pentagon spokesman U. Col. Dave
Lapan said.
Lapan said one Marine died during surgery at the Camp Doha

BOWIE, Md. (AP) — Parents in the suburbs around Washington
anguished over their children's safety today after a sniper linked to the
murder of six adults last week resurfaced to cut down a middle-school student.
Monday's shooting fueled heightened anxiety for families in already
nervous suburbs. Schools kept youngsters indoors at recess and
lunchtime, and parents hurried to pick up their children under the watchful eyes of police.
"As a community we clearly remain anxious," Montgomery County
Police Chief Charles Moose said this morning. "We have a very visible
patrol in and around our schools, a very visible patrol around our freeways
because of rush hour."
Police in neighboring Prince George's County, the scene of the latest
shooting, served a search warrant during the night, but the police chief
said no arrests were made. No further details about the warrant were
offered.
Parents were urged to escort their children to school today and volunteer on safety patrols a day after a I3-year-old student was shot as his aunt
dropped him off at Benjamin Tasker Middle School.
The teenager was in critical but stable condition at Children's Hospital
in Washington after the bullet entered his abdomen and chest. Doctors
said they were optimistic he would survive.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
4:30-5:00 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times (USPS 308-700)
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time independent contractor for the
city to take care of small jobs needed to be done.
Farris proposed the city have an
employee who works 20 hours a

From Front
local Fraternal Order of Police.
The core issues of their platforms
— adequate training, a professional
department, providing good patrol
coverage — are similar, but Roberts
and Senf do differ somewhat in their
approaches.
Roberts talks about wanting to
give back to the county he has lived
in. all his life, maintaining la.w and
order, but also fostering a sense of
trust between local residents and
their sheriff. He even cites "The

Andy Griffith Show" as an example
of the type of relationship he would
like to establish with the people of
Calloway County.
"Some people are actually afraid
of law enforcement officers, and I
don't want that in Calloway
County," he said. -1 really want to
have a professional, competent sheriff's office. I hope people never has
to call us, but if they do, I want a
staff that's trained to handle what's
going on."
Senf said he got into the sheriff's
race after talking with several
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sobriety test, the driver of the vehicle, Oliver Dale Poole, 44, got back
into the vehicle and tried to drive
away. An officer then reached
inside the window of the vehicle to
attempt to turn off its engine, but
Poole continued driving.
O.C. spray was eventually used
to get Poole to stop. The officers
involved were uninjured.
Poole, was charged with driving
under influence, attempting to flee
or elude, disregarding a stop light
and giving a false name to a police
officer. He was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail.
Calloway County sheriff's
deputies arrested a man early

Monday morning after a traffic stop
on Highway 1836.
After stopping the vehicle for
traveling at a high rate of speed, a
deputy noticed that its I.D. number
plate and decals were missing. After
locating another number on the
truck, the deputy discovered that the
vehicle had been stolen out of
Alabama.
The driver, Jeremy Duncan, 23,
Hickory, Ky., was arrested and
charged with receiving stolen property over $300, obscuring the identity of a machine, improper registration of a license plate and driving
with no insurance. He was lodged in
the Calloway County Jail.

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County Park concession stand
located at the Bee Creek soccer complex was broken
into either Sunday night or early Monday morning,
according to park officials.
Park director Brad Steele said the subjects stole
approximately $100 in food and it would cost $150 to
repair the damage to the building.
Murray Police Department is Investigating. The incident was discovered by Maintenance Supervisor Bill
Dale at 8:30 a.m.
"It happened sometime last night because the people
who work the concession stand were here between 3:30

and 4 p.m.," Steele said.
The subjects apparently entered the building through
an air vent in the west side of the building. The vent is
located just under the roof of the structure in the corner
of the awning. Steele said from there the subjects
crawled through the air vent and came down through the
ceiling, shattering a florescent light.
"It is amazing what people will do to get a piece of
candy," Steele said.
He and the city are working on developing ways to
increase security at the facility, such as having a patrol
person keep an eye on the building or placing a secunty system on the facility. Steele said he would be contacting Crimestoppers for their assistance.

Sheriff ...

PADUCAH BANK

.V

Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• Four trucks and 11 firefighters responded to a tobacco barn fire on
Key Drive Sunday at 2 p.m The barn was owned by Opal Hart, and the
tobacco was owned by Jay Underwood. The barn and the tobacco were
totally lost in the tire
— Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies

Information sought in Bee Creek break-in

month, possibly more in the summer
to take care of projects in the city.
The council would dictate what
needed to be fixed at the meetings,
and the contractor would work on
them during the month.

annual

r

Statf Report
Murray Ledger & Times
An Almo man was arrested late
Monday evening after attempting to
drive away from police officers who
had stopped his vehicle.
According to a Murray Police
Department release, at 11:52 p.m.
Monday Murray police officers
were dispatched to look for a
maroon Chevrolet that has caused
problems at Applebee's. The man
driving the truck was believed to be
under the influence.
The vehicle was located and
stopped at North Fourth Street and
Max Hurt Drive. As officers
attempted to administer a field

III Mowing ...
From Front

is based in Kuwait. Their condition
was not known.
The shooting occurred on Failaka
Island off Kuwait's coast, a Kuwait
Ministry of Defense spokesman
said. The island is about 30 miles
east of Kuwait City.

Fleeing attempt brings charges to Almo man

Anguish and fear in Washington suburbs
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Armed Forces Hospital. The wounded Marine's condition was not
immediately known.
Their names were withheld until
relatives were told of the attack.
The two assailants were in custody, said the U.S. Fifth Fleet, which
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My Mother Has An
Alternative To
Living Alone...
Fall is in the air and winter is only
a few months away. Now is the
time to think about moving your
loved one to Hickory Woods
Retirement Center.

Resident Ms. Viva Ellis and
daughter. Mary Lawson

To find out if your loved one would benefit from Assisted living consider the
following:
•Needs little help with dressing, bathing or grooming
II Gets confused about which medications to take, and when to take them
II Isn't comfortable about cooking or preparing food in the kitchen
II Has little companionship
II Has had a recent problem that makes me worry about their living situation

Calloway County residents who
"Obviously we need more peowere concerned about drug prob- ple, but economics are going to say
lems in the area. He said he has been we can't do that for quite some
running his campaign "on a shoe- time," he said."The sheriff's departstring," but believes the level of ment is a fee-operated office and I
concern over drug problems makes don't see that changing anytime
the effort worth it.
soon."
"We've had a drug problem in
Senf has also commented several
this county that is apparently not times on the number of tense situabeing addressed," Senf said. "I've tions he encountered during his
been going door-to-door since June years as a bomb technician and KSP
6, and I've heard several complaints patrol officer. Those situations, he
about drug activity'. It has a direct Said, are often foreign to local police
impact on the economy of the area." officers.
As a former night shift supervi"For 11 years, I was involved in
sor, Roberts said he has run into his stressful situations that most law
share of sticky situations, which is enforcement officers would never
one reason he would like to increase have to deal with,- Senf said.
the number of deputies on patrol at "There were times I didn't know if I
all times. However that may be was coming home or not."
more of a dream than a campaign
As for his place on the ballot as
promise.
one of the few Republican candi-

•Bush ...
From Front
Bush said congressional authorization of a military strike "does not
mean that military action is imminent or unavoidable. The resolution
will tell the United Nations, and all
nations, that America speaks with
one voice and is determined to make
the demands of the civilized world
mean something."
Both the House and Senate will
also vote on more narrowly drawn
alternatives, backed mainly by
Democrats, that would authorize
force only to deal with the Iraqi
weapons buildup and allow unilateral action against Iraq only after the
United Nations fails to act or Iraq
refuses to cooperate with demands
for unfettered inspections.
There was little doubt, however.
that the Bush-backed language
would win out in the end, probably
by a sizable margin.
At the United Nations. the
United States on Monday continued
talks to gain approval for a Security
Council resolution accusing Iraq of
violating past resolutions, specifying what it must do and threatening
force if it were to refuse. Britain
supports the United States, but the

other three veto-wielding members
of the Security Council — France,
China and Russia — have questioned the need for a new resolution.
Democrats stressed Monday that
the lack of international unity on
Iraq would make a U.S. attack on
Iraq significantly more dangerous
and difficult.
Sen. John Edwards, D-N.C., a
potential presidential candidate who
came out early for a tough stance
against Iraq, said in a speech that the
Bush administration was following
a policy of "gratuitous unilateralism" where it "seems to confuse
leadership with going it alone and
engagement with the compromise of
principle."
Rep. John Spratt, D-S.C., said
unilateral action should be avoided
if possible. "Instead of being the
United Nations versus Iraq ... this
war will be the United States versus
Iraq: and in some quarters, the
United States versus Muslims and
Arabs," he said.
While Bush's job approval rating
remains high, a new CBS-New York
Times poll showed that a solid
majority of Americans believe he
should give U.N. weapons inspectors time to act.

GIFTS ENJOYED LONG AFTER TODAY

DON'T FORGET...
Boss'Day October 16
Sweetest Day October 19
"If you haven't sent someone a Candy
Bouquet, you really haven't told them ho.,
special they really are."
Free Delivery In Town

If any of the above apply, Hickory Woods may be
the right choicefor your loved one.
Call Annita Peeler, director,for more information
and to schedule a tour.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

759-8700

dates in Calloway County, Senf said
his party affiliation is totally unrelated to the current election at hand.
"I used to be a Democrat," Senf
said. "I changed because of the scenario that happened in Waco, Texas.
When Bill Clinton was elected a
second time. I changed parties
because of what happened to those
children there," referring to the disaster at the David Koresch compound in the early 1990s,
Both ROberts and Sent said they'
will be campaigning as much as
they can before the November election. In the end, both say they are
seeking the office to improve the
quality of life in Calloway County.
"Probably the biggest reason is
wanting to do something good for
Calloway County," Roberts said.
"It's time to give back something."

966 Chestnut St.(Next to Pagliai's)• 753-2159

More than a third of Americans
fear the economy will worsen if the
United States attacks Iraq, and half
think military action against Iraq
would increase the risk of terrorist
attacks.
Pentagon officials planned to
brief reporters Tuesday on what
Bush referred to as Iraq's 11-year
history, since the end of the Gulf
War, of "defiance, deception and
bad faith."
The president gave a glimpse of
that in his speech. saying U.S. intelligence shows Iraq to be building
manned and unmanned aerial vehicles that could be used to target the
United States with chemical or biological weapons. He said Saddam
has called numerous meetings with
his "nuclear mujahedeen — his
nuclear holy warriors," and satellite
photographs show that Iraq is
rebuilding sites that have been part
of his nuclear program in the past.
One senior Republican who had
previously voiced doubts about a
military attack on Iraq. House
Majority Leader Dick Armey of
Texas, announced Monday that,
after extensive briefings with
administration officials, he had
decided to vote for the resolution.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

4.50%
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Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
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Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.00% Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details
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Patton eager to give information

West Coast
shutdown
hurts some
Ky. businesses
By DYLAN T. LOVAN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
port shutdown on the West Coast is
making life difficult for some companies in Kentucky as workers in
crucial shipping ports continued to
be locked out Monday.
About 30 containers of wine
owned by Brown-Forman Corp. are
sitting in a port in Oakland. Calif.,
and the company can't get to them
since the lockdown by shipping
lines.
"I have no way of getting it. It's
just sitting there at the yard," said
Larry Frerman, director of logistics
at the Louisville-based company,
whose brands include Fetzer and
BoIla wines.
Frerman said about 15,000 bottles of wine are in each container.
They were destined for the United
and
Australia
Kingdom,
Switzerland.
The company has been forced to
reroute its shipping — including
exports of its Jack Daniel's
Tennessee Whiskey — through the
east as the shutdown drags on.
Frerman said it takes up to two
weeks longer to move the whiskey
to Asia with the closing of the West
Coast ports.
On Monday. President Bush
formed a board of inquiry to determine the impact of the dispute,
which some experts say is draining
up to $2 billion a day from the U.S.
economy.
Maritime
Pacific
The
Association, which represents shipping companies and terminal operators. has locked out 10,500 members
of the longshoremen's union, claiming the dockworkers engaged in a
slowdown late last month.
Labor talks broke off in San
Francisco late Sunday night after the
union rejected the latest contract
proposal.
Economic
Kentucky
Development Secretary Gene Strong
said the state's large number of for.eign-owned factories — 132 by theJapanese alone — make the state
vulnerable if the strike drags on.
Large manufacturers tend to
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WALKIN'THE LINE ... Nick Padovan a dockworker with Local 13
walks a picket line at Berth 87 Sunday in the San Pedro section
of Los Angeles. Economic losses continue to mount as a management lockout of dockworkers continues.
depend on "just in time" inventory,
meaning parts are delivered as needed rather than being stockpiled.
"Even though companies like
Toyota have made a real effort at
local content, there are certain components that a number of suppliers
here are still importing," Strong
said. "Over time, if this continues,
the ripple effect is going to be
there."
Toyota has cut back on overtime
work but has not laid off any
employees and does not intend to do
so. The assembly plant at
Georgetown still turns out about
2,000 Camrys, Avalons and Siennas
per day as usual, spokesman Dan
Sieger said.
"We're keeping in really close
contact with all our suppliers here in
North America because if they have
problems, we have problems,"
Sieger said.
But United Parcel Service's main
air hub, based in Louisville, is getting a boost from the shutdown, as
manufacturers search for alternate
ways to move goods.
The hub has added two weekly
747 flights to Asia — a direct result
of the West Coast stoppage, said
Tom Spalding, a UPS spokesman.
"We are seeing some increase in
orders," he said.
The planes can carry about 120
tons of material, though that's
nowhere near what the average
ocean freighter holds. Spalding said.
He said companies wanting to
move electronics and computer
materials to Asia on a time-sensitive

basis are using shipping by air to get
them to the U.S. in time for the
November-December peak season.
Other companies aren't working
on such a time-sensitive basis and
aren't yet concerned about the lockdown.
Bill Samuels Jr., president of
Maker's Mark Distillery, said he
ships about 25,000 cases of his
Maker's Mark Whisky a year to
Japan, but the next order won't need
to be filled for about 45 days.
• "That's almost two months away.
So all we're gonna do is get a
Japanese order bottled and ready to
go," Samuels said. He said he hopes
the lockdown is over by then.
The nation's farmers are also taking a hit, but that effect isn't likely
being felt in Kentucky. where about
25 percent of agricultural products
are exported.
Much of it moves through southern ports, instead of the West Coast.
"I think the impact in Kentucky is
minimal," said Larry Jones, an agricultural economics professor at the
University of Kentucky's College of
Agriculture.
Jones said much of what
Kentucky exports agriculturally this
time of year — beef, grains and
horses — is consumed domestically
or is shipped down the Mississippi
River.
Bush signed an executive order
Monday stating that "continuation
of this lockout will imperil the
national health and safety" and
forming the panel, which must
report back to Bush by today.

FRAN KFORT, Ky. AP) — Go".
Paul Patton said Monday he has not
been subpoenaed by criminal investigators but is eager to prove he did
nothing to harm the business of a
woman who is suing him for sexual
harassment.
The FBI, two U.S. attorneys and
Kentucky Attorney General Ben
Chandler are jointly investigating an
allegation by Tina Boyd Conner that
Patton retaliated against her nursing
home after she ended their two-year
affair.
The nursing home, Birchtree
Healthcare in Clinton, filed for
bankruptcy after losing its state certification and being dropped by
Medicare and Medicaid. Patton has
acknowledged the affair but denied
doing anything illegal.
Asked about federal subpoenas
Monday. Patton said: "We would
hope they would come as quickly as
possible."
"So far, we have no indication
anyone has tried in any way to hurt
her business." Patton said at an
impromptu news conference in the
Capitol.
Conner claims Birchtree at first
got assistance from the administration. Her attorney has said Conner
gave state and federal investigators
the name of someone in Patton's
office who tipped her that state
inspectors were on their way to
Birchtree.
Patton's general counsel, Denis
Fleming, last week said he questioned employees in Patton's office

Controversy in the
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Gov. Paul Patton

Tina Conner

and turned up no evidence of a tip- ducted by the governor's office,
ster. Patton said Monday he has not including names of people interbeen told which employees Fleming viewed and their responses to questions.
questioned.
The only subpoenas known to
have been issued to date were from
the Executive Branch Ethics
Commission, which is conducting
its own inquiry into whether Patton
misused his office.
The commission has no criminal
jurisdiction. Its oversight is limited
WASHINGTON — According to
to enforcement of a state ethics law recent research, upper gastrointestithat was intended to prevent con- nal(GI)problems like acid reflux, heart
burn and ulcers may be eliminated with
flicts of interest generally.
anew type of chewable tablet. ScienAmong other things, the commis- tists say that GI problems are not the
sion's subpoena asked for results of result of excess acid, but the body's
with it. The new tablet
"any internal investigation" con- inability to deal380TM
contains an excalled Pepstat
tract from the Glycyrrhiza glabra plant
or DGL that strengthens the body's
natural defenses against acid.
Pepstat 380 goes to work immediately
on stomach acid while addressing the
underlying cause ofGI problems. Scientists suggest that the DGL in Pepstat
380 improves the body's protective
substances, increases the fifespan of
digestive tract cells, improves blood
supply to the area. Articles have. appeared in publications like the British
medical journal The Lancet showing
DGL to be as effective as ZantacW,
Tagamet® and/or antacids. This new
ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE CURRENT PERFORMANCE OF
type offormula may make these drugs
THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE?
obsolete because DGL has no known
side effects.
IS THE OFFICE PREPARED FOR POST 9-11 EMERGENCIES?
The problem with antacids which
neutralize stomach acid and acid
WHO IS THE CANDIDATE WITH OVER 30 YEARS OF PUBLIC
blockers which reduces acid secretions
is that they can interrupt the body's
SAFETY EXPERIENCE AND 4,502 HOURS OF TECHNICAL LAW
normal digestive process. Pepstat 380
ENFORCEMENT TRAINING?
is a natural alternative to antacids and
H2 receptor antagonists more com'CHOOSE YOUR SHERIFF AS YOU WOULD YOUR DOCTOR; THE
monly known as "acid blockers".
JOB!
THE
FOR
QUALIFIED
MOST
Pepstat 380 is available at pharmacies
nutrition stores without a prescripand
YOUR
IT
WHEN
CONCERNS
'PARTY POLITICS IS IRRELAVENT
tion or call 1-800-339-3301.
SAFETY, SECURITY AND THE LAW.
Available locally at:
WALTER'S PHARMACY
VOTE DON SENF FOR SHERIFF, THE CANDIDATE WITH THE
753-7688
604 S. 12th St.
MOST EDUCATION TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE
HONEY TREE NATURAL FOODS
753-3461
1304-G Chestnut St,
Paid For By Don Sent Campaign Committee
own.kr2heaIth.com
02002 K2H

Discovery Might
End Heartburn
For Forever

""DON SEW
SHERIFF

WHAT TO BUY WHEN YOUR
WORKSHOP IS MEASURED
IN ACRES, NOT FEET.
Presenting the well-crafted 18- to 48-hp 4000 TEN Series.
Tools equipped to do more than build bookcases or bird
houses. Instead their sights are set on making homes,
clearing whole pastures,
putting in stables — or

STARTING AT ON

doing virtually anything
else under the sun. So
You'll find not only their capabilities, but also the pride you'll
have working with one, immeasurable.

Find out more at wwwJohnDeere.com/4000TEN

GREEN CARPET SERVICE AVAILABLE 24/7.
AFTER HOUR SERVICE CALL: 1-866-HUTSONAG

Monday-Friday
7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

1902 Wilma Rudolph Blvd.
931-647-0029
800-676-0029

1201 Fulton Road
Highway 45 South
270-247-4456
800-247-4457

118 Jim Veatch Road
South US #60
800-633-1557

1117 Hopkinsville Road
Highway #91 South
800-734-2011

Saturday
7:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

www.hutsonsag.com
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'And Thou
Shalt Honor'
This is not a joke: What is it that
you may have been in the past? Or
may be in the present? Probably
will be in the future? Or probably
will need in the future?
It's a caregiver, of course.
One out of
every four
Americans is a
caregiver, and
with the Baby
Boomer generation about to
,well the ranks
of the elderly,
more and more
of
us will evenMain Street
tually
be thrust
By Constance
into that role.
Alexander
Ledger & Times Sometimes the
transition is
Columnist
gradual; other
times it happens
over night.
Whatever the pacing, it is nearly
inevitable that — at some time in
your life — you will be a caregiver
or require care giving yourself.
On Wednesday night, October 9,
KET is broadcasting a 2-hour special at 8 p.m. central time."And
Thou Shalt Honor" tells stories of a
range of caregivers. They talk about
the rewards of caregiving, as well
as the fear, loneliness and isolation
it brings.
The Block family struggles with
Alzheimer's disease. Daughter
Ethelinn describes the process of
taking care of her father as one that
begins with a gradual taking away.
'It started with the car," she says,
'Then the money; thcih the phone,
certain things in his room. I have to
be totally controlling."
She has to hide his shoes
because her father tends to wander.
"If he doesn't have the shoes," she
explains, "that's one more thing
that will stop him from leaving the
house."
Everyone in the family feels the
strain, including the children who
are called on for support.
"There's two victims in this,"
daughter Ethelinn declares. "The
person and the caregiver. That
scares me, but I wouldn't have it
any other way. I can't even conceive of any other way. We know
he's safe," she goes on."We know
he's happy. He sees his grandkids,
and I'm already giving so much
here that I wonder, at some point,
this isn't going to go on forever, but
will there be any of me left?"
"And Thou Shalt Honor" touches on a number of issues. One interviewee talks about taking care of
frail elderly parents and her 61year-old sister who is blind. "It's
like herding cats," is the way she
describes trips to the grocery store.
When she talks about how good her
parents were to her and her sister as
they were growing up, the woman's
'voice is choked with emotion. "It's
time for me to give back," she
explains.
There's an elderly parent who is
shuttled between three different
children, the only way they can
cope with their mother's physical

and medical needs. Another caregiver tries to find ways to support
her aged mother, who lives hundreds of miles away. "She doesn't
like this or that," the daughter says.
after describing several ways she
has tried to make arrangements that
will help her mother."We've never
gotten along," the woman blurts.
In the next frame, the elderly
mother sees her world quite differently. "We're a very close family,"
she asserts.
Dr. Bill Thomas, a physician and
a crusader for improved and
enlightened nursing home care, is
featured in "And Thou Shalt
Honor." "I'll put the American
nursing home on the critical list,"
he states. "It's not going to make it.
It's a relic. It's a left-over vestige of
a factory, assembly-line approach to
care that is just not going to meet
the needs of elders in the 21st century. And if fact," he says, "I'll do
everything that I can to see that, as
we move forward, nursing homes
cease to exist."
"And Thou Shalt Honor" offers
hope for the future through people
like Dr. Thomas. He is working to
change practices that have invaded
our society and affected the way we
treat the elderly."The first thing
we've got to do is to get away from
the idea that there is a long-term
care industry." he explains. "Just
the words long-term care industry'
make me want to throw up. Long
term caring for our elders is not an
industry, and making it an industry
perverts the real value in this. So
the first thing we've got to do is
move decisively away from care as
a big business, as a business opportunity."
"Thou Shalt Honor" is designed
to promote awareness of the needs
of caregivers and to stimulate dismission of the importance of these
issues before they become a national crisis. If you need to start the discussion in your family, tune in to
your public television channel
Wednesday night at 8 p.m.
Other Resources for Caregivers:
www.thoushalthononorg — official Web site for "And Than Shalt
Honor"
www.caregivers-usa.org —
nationwide, non-commercial directory of community-based caregiver
support services.
www.eldercare — provides
information on local services and
resources for seniors and caregivers.
www.nfcares.org — offers information about caregiving and provides list of publications available
to caregiving community.
www.caregiver.com — Internet
resource containing back issues of
Today's Caregiver Magazine.
Susan Caldwell is the coordinator of family caregiver support for
the Purchase Area Development
District. She has started support
groups for caregivers throughout
the region. To find out about the
group closest to you. Contact her at
270-251-6130.

Attention Washington!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D C 20510
web www.house gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington It)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington. D C 20510
web.wwvv.iim bunning@bunning senate.gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington t)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington $t)
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Continuing to improve
Washington Today
By MATT KELLEY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — If the
United Stays decides on a military
attack to oust Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein, the American forces will
be able to do things that were impossible in the 1991 Persian Gulf War,
such as redirect missiles to new targets while they are in the air.
The United States has used the II
years since driving Iraqi forces from
Kuwait to improve its weapons,
equipment and training and study
Iraq's targets and tactics. Iraq, on the
other hand, had much of its military
might destroyed in the war and must
rely on smuggled spare parts to keep
its most advanced equipment running.
That doesn't necessarily mean an
attack on Iraq would be easy or
bloodless, former military officers
say.
"Even though they (Iraqi forces)
are certainly a third weaker and we
are ten times stronger, there are
some challenges and some
unknowns out there," said retired
Rear Adm. Stephen Baker, who
served on the aircraft carrier USS
Theodore Roosevelt during the Gulf
War.
Perhaps the most important
advances for the United States have
come from the explosion in communications and information technology.
Back during the Gulf War, for
example, Navy commanders had to

wait two or three days to get assessments of the damage caused by
allied bombing runs, Baker said.
These days, commanders can get
preliminary data almost immediately — either from the planes that
dropped the bombs,other aircraft or
pilotless drones in the area.
U.S. military commanders now
can watch live video of a battle as it
unfolds from an unmanned Predator
drone. Pilots from the Navy and Air
Force can talk and share computerized target data with each other and
U.S. forces on the ground.
Tomahawk cruise missiles can be
told in flight to change their destined
targets.
"You've got video conferencing
with major commanders and with
ships at sea, when during the Gulf
War they had to get a printout of the
air tasking order (target list) and helicopter it out to the aircraft carriers,"
said John Pike, a military analyst
with
the
consulting
firm
GlobalSecurity.org.
Another advance — and a direct
result of the Gulf War — is the
development of more and cheaper
precision-guided bombs. Fewer than
half of the bombs dropped on Iraq in
the Gulf War were guided by lasers
or video cameras, while more than
60 percent of the weapons dropped
on Afghanistan have been precision
munitions.
New weapons include:
—The Joint Direct Attack
Munition, or JDAM, a $21,000 kit

that turns an unguided "dumb"
bomb into a satellite-guided "smart"
bomb. The JDAM has been a
favorite weapon of U.S. commanders in Afghanistan. The Boeing Co.
factory in Missouri which assembles
JDAM kits expects to double production by the end of the year.
—The Joint Standoff Weapon, or
JSOW,a $150,000 bomb with small
wings which allow it to be steered
by satellite or laser as it glides to its
target. The JSOW was developed
after the Gulf War to be dropped by
planes out of reach of an enemy's air
defenses.
—Laser-guided bombs, which
the military has improved and
stocked up on during the past
decade.
"The technical problem of hitting
a fixed location is solved," said
retired Gen. Merrill McPeak, who
commanded the Air Force during the
Gulf War. "We can do it in any
weather, we can do it at night and
with relatively inexpensive munitions."
But precision weapons are only
useful if the military knows where
the targets are. Getting that kind of
intelligence is still a problem,
though intelligence gathering has
improved since the Gulf War,
McPeak said.
The best targeting information
usually comes from having people
on the ground in the area — one reason why the special operations
forces teams in Afghanistan have
been so important to the success of
the war there.
Iraq's military is much weaker

than in 1991, when Saddam had a
million-man army and some of the
latest military technology. Now,
estimates put the number of Iraqi
troops at around 400,000 — and
experts say the loyalty and expertise
of many Iraqi units are questionable.
The biggest worries for the
United States are Iraq's air defenses
and its weapons of mass destruction.
Much of Iraq's relatively sophisticated air defense network remains
in place despite being struck during
the Gulf War and during enforcement of the northern and southern
no-fly zones. Recent U.S. strikes
have focused on Iraq's fiber-optic
communications network, mobile
anti-aircraft radar systems and command-and-control centers.
The Iraqis have tried several creative ways to shoot down an allied
jet, but those attempts have all
failed.
Although U.S. officials assume
Saddam has chemical and biological
weapons — and probably at least a
few Scud missiles to deliver them —
there has been no definitive proof of
that.
One problem with chemical or
biological weapons is they can be
small and mobile,and therefore very
difficult to find and destroy before
they are used, McPeak said.
"You're talking about onesies
and twosies. That's a different problem than 50,000 tanks headed in
your direction," McPeak said.
"That's a tough target — to pick out
a single mover and make sure it's
the right guy."

Lincoln's Ambition
"I have not allowed myself to
forget that the abolition of the slave
trade by Great Britain ... had its fire"But I cannot doubt either that it breathing opponents; its stealthy
will come in due time," he wrote. 'don't care' opponents; its Negro
"Even in this view. I am proud in my equality opponents; and its religion
passing speck of time, to contribute and good order opponents."
a humble mite to that glorious conFurthermore, "all these opposummation which my own poor eyes nents got offices, and their advermay not last to see."
saries got none," Lincoln said.
Lincoln's note, a single page
"But I have also remembered that
from a longer effort, has its own his- though they blazed like tallow cantory. In 1892. Robert Todd Lincoln, dles for a century, at last they flickthe 16th president's son, gave it to ered in the socket, died out, stank in
England's Duchess of St. Albans, the dark for a brief season, and were
explaining that it had been written in remembered no more, even by the
1858 as his father prepared for his smell."
debates with Douglas.
Analyzing Lincoln's words in a
Challenging Douglas for his booklet published by the GilderSenate seat, Lincoln laid the ground- Lehrman Institute earlier this year.
work for the debates in his "House historian Allen C. Guelzo of Eastern
Divided" speech. in which he con- University, near Philadelphia, said it
tended that the United States could is clear the 16th president knew just
not permanently endure half slave how large ambition figured in his
and half free but would become "all own character.
one thing or all the other."
"But he also understood how
In the debates, Lincoln portrayed necessary it was to the survival of
slavery as morally wrong, advocated popular government that ambition
its restriction to the slaveholding become the servant, not the master,"
South and opposed its expansion to Guelzo wrote in a brief essay.
federal territories.
"His ambition was a little engine
In the memo, Lincoln noted that knew no rest,- is the famous
apparent parallels between the summation provided by Lincoln's
American abolitionist movement law partner, William Herndon.
and the long struggle in Britain to
But there were at least two sides
end the slave trade. There, he wrote. to it. Guelzo quotes Lincoln as
it required a century of effort telling an acquaintance just before
"before it was a final success."
the Gettysburg Address in 1863 that

WashingtonYesterday
By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Abraham Lincoln, preparing for his
1858 debates with Stephen A.
Douglas, said his ambitions for high
political office were so clear that if
he were to deny them "I would only
make myself look ridiculous."
"I have never professed an indifference to the honors of official station ... ," Lincoln said in a private
note written as he collected his
thoughts for the series of seven
Senate campaign debates across
Illinois.
But Lincoln said he had never
forgotten that in a republic "there is
a higher aim than that of mere
office." Two years before his election as president, four years before
he issued the Emancipation
Proclamation, he identified his own
higher aim as the eventual elimination of slavery, a goal he thought
would take many decades to accomplish.
"I cannot but regard it as possible
that the higher object of this contest
may not be completely attained
within the term of my natural life."
Lincoln wrote in the memo. now in
the manuscript c. .ction of the
Gilder-Lehrman i 'smote of New
York.

"the proudest ambition he could
desire was to do something for the
elevation of the condition of his fellow man."
Some of the thoughts expressed
in Lincoln's memo appear in his
debates with Douglas.
"Ambition has been ascribed to
me (and) I claim no insensibility to
political honors," he wrote.
Lincoln quickly added that he
would give up the honors and the
offices to obtain the ends he sought.
If slavery could be permanently
restricted by re-electing Douglas to
the Senate,.he said, he would gladly
agree "that Judge Douglas should
never be out, and I never in" political office for the rest of both their
lives.
But it was Lincoln's restless
ambition, Guelzo concludes, "that
provided the fuel which led, against
all his expectations in 1858, to 'that
glorious consummation' of liberty
and equality for all Americans."
The Gilder-Lehrman Institute,
was established by Wall Street executives Richard Gilder and Lewis E.
Lehrman to "collect, preserve and
study the historical record" of the
United States. The institute's collection includes more than 40,000 manuscripts, prints, broadsides, photographs and artifacts.
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Deaths
Leon Dwight Mohler

Mrs. Vera L. Collins

Leon Dwight Mohler, 80, Mayfield, died Monday, Oct. 7, 2002, at 9:40
j.fn. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired security guard at General Tire & Rubber Co., he was a member of Seventh and College Church of Christ, Mayfield.
One son, Phillip Wayne Mohler, preceded him in death. He was the son
of the late Earl Mohler and Ola Prather Mohler.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Fern Richerson Mohler; one daughter,
Mrs. Anita Paschall and one granddaughter, Mrs. Michelle Paschall Collier,
all of Mayfield.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Richard Youngblood will officiate. Burial will
follow in Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Visitation will he at the funeral home after noon on Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the J.U. Kevil Memorial
Foundation, P.O. Box 345, Mayfield, KY 42066.

The funeral for Mrs. Vera L. Collins will be today (Tuesday) at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. Officiating will
be the Rev. Eugene Burkeen, the Rev. H.B. Fields and the Rev. Kerry
Lambert. Burial will follow in Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Heart Association,
Western Region, 222 Kentucky Ave., Suite 4. Paducah, KY 42003-1548; the
Arthritis Foundation, Kentucky Chapter, 2908 Brownsboro Rd., Suite 100,
Louisville, KY 40206-3506; the American Diabetes Association, 1941
Bishop Ln.. Suite 110, Louisville, KY 40218; or the American Cancer
Society, do Betty Haley, 6935 Brewers Hwy., Benton. KY 42025-4647.
Mrs. Collins, 84, Benton, died Saturday. Oct. 5, 2002, at 10:43 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She had retired as head cook at Jonathan Elementary School. She was a
member of Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church and an original member
of the Village Panhandlers Group at Lakeland Wesley Village.
Her husband, Woodrow Wilson Collins. one daughter, Vivian Marie
Collins. one grandson, Jay Dee Collins, and one sister, Georgia Bell Culver,
all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Samuel L. Reed
and late Charles Mabel McCuistion Reed and the stepdaughter of the late
Jesse Culver.
Survivors include four daughters. Mrs. LaVanda Sue Ras°, Waco, Texas,
Mrs. Esther Rose McMahon, Murray, Mrs. Martha Lou Anderson, New
Concord and Mrs. Phyllis Ann Perkins, Dexter; five sons, Wilson Dale
Collins and J.C. Collins, both of Benton, Richard Eugene Collins and Charles
Thomas Collins, both of Mayfield, and Gerald Wayne Collins, Rochester.
Minn.; one sister, Mrs. LuAlice Culver Key, Murray; two brothers, Cecil
Howard Culver, Hardin, and Jesse Harold Culver, Calvert City; 17 grandchildren; five step-grandchildren; 18 great-grandchildren; one great-great- _
grandchild.

Mrs. Edna McCleery
Mrs. Edna McCleery, 94, Hickory Wood Retirement Center, Murray,
died Monday, Oct. 7, 2002. at 6:45 a.m. at her home.
Her husband, Seth William McCleery, and one daughter, Jean McCleery
Olson, both preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Andrew
Jackson Pitmon and Sarah Elizabeth Radford Pitmon.
Survivors include two granddaughters, Karen Falder, Mayfield, and
Nancy Stewart, Troy, Mo.,and one grandson, Michael W. Olson, West Palm
Beach, Fla.; six great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. at Valhalla Cemetery.
St. Louis County, Mo. The Rev. David Stewart will officiate.
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
•

Jack Benton

-

The funeral for Jack Benton is today (Tuesday) at 11 a.m. at Immanuel
Lutheran Church. The Rev. Dr. Chad Foster is officiating. Mrs. Oneida
White is organist.
Pallbearers are A.R. Hatcher, Norman Lane, Jim Johnson, Jerry Falwell,
Dave Hornback, Gary Miller, Einar Jenstrom, George Friebel and Dale
Rotterman. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery with arrangements
by Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Organ Fund of Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 100 South 15th St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Benton, 74, Queensway Drive, Murray, died Saturday, Oct. 5, 2002,
at 10:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Owner of Twin Lakes Office Products, Murray, he was a Navy veteran
of World War II and Korean Conflict. He was a member of Immanuel
Lutheran Church where he served as former president of the congregation;
a former Rotarian; and a long standing member of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
Preceding him in death were two grandsons, Josuah Adams and Justus
Benton, and one sister, Cathei-ine Smith. Born Nov. 7, 1927, in Little Rock,
Ark., he was the son of the late L.D. Benton and Allie Belle Dawkins
Benton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Claire McCauley Benton; one daughter,
Mrs. Jo Beth Ticknor and husband, Bill, Murray; three sons, Larry D.
Benton and wife. Terri, and David B. Benton and wife, Romaine, all of
Murray, and William C. Benton; one brother, William D. Benton and wife,
Patsy, Little Rock, Ark.; eight grandchildren, Jason Adams, Joseph Benton,
Jordan Benton, John David Benton, Anthony Schneider, Amanda Garcia,
-Kristen Perrin and Jereniy16eknor; one great-grancrdaughter. Julian AdatlisT

Mrs. Opal Orr Kennedy
The funeral for Mrs. Opal On Kennedy was Monday at 1 p.m. at Puryear
Baptist Church. The Rev. H.D. Hudson, the Rev. Chad Kennedy and the Rev.
Chris Han-is officiated.
Active pallbearers were Jimmy Valentine, Andy Paschall, Rickie Orr,
Gene McWherter, Eddie Joe Kennedy and Billy Moody. Honorary pallbearers were members of Adult Sunday School Class of Puryear Baptist Church.
Burial was in the Olive Branch Cemetery at Cottage Grove, Tenn.
Ridgeway Funeral Home. Paris, Tenn., was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Gideons International or the
Building Fund of Puryear Baptist Church.
Mrs. Kennedy, 80, Puryear, Tenn., died Saturday, Oct. 5, 2002, at Henry
County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
She had retired after 10 years of service with Holley Carburetor Plant,
Paris. She was a member of Puryear Baptist Church where she worked in the
Sunday School nursery for 40 years and was a member of Young at Heart
Group.
Her husband, Ralph Call Kennedy, to whom she was married Sept. 16.
1942, died Feb. IS. 1974. One son. Jerry Kennedy. and her stepmother,
Chester On, both preceded her in death. Born April 24, 1922, in Jones Mill,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Robert Lee Orr and Doshie Swift On.
Survivors include one son, Larry Kennedy and wife, Patty, and daughterin-law, Mrs. Evonne Kennedy, all of Puryear; one sister, Ms. Shirley Fay On,
Paris; four brothers, Nathaniel On and Tellus On, both of Jones Mill, J.B.
On, Puryear, and Orvil On, Paris;. five grandchildren, Chad Kennedy and
wife. Stephanie, Kevin Kennedy, Jason Kennedy, Adam _Kennedy and Julie.
Kennedy;.three great-gran'dchildren,- Preston Kennedy -Willtrout, fay
Kennedy and Blake Kennedy.
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Justices open for business
by turning away over 1,000
would-be customers
WASHINGTON (AP)-On the
first day of the Supreme Court's
new term, justices turned down
appeal after appeal, disappointing
more than a thousand people including Oklahoma City bombing conspirator Terry Nichols and exonerated Olympic Park bombing suspect
Richard Jewell.
Among the castoffs was an emergency request from New Jersey
Republicans, who wanted to prevent
Democrats from replacing incumbent Robert Torricelli on the Nov. 5
ballot for Senate. The high court's
refusal to get involved means the
Democrats can put former Sen.
Frank Lautenberg on the ballot.
The court also turned away
assisted suicide advocate Dr. Jack
Kevorkian, who is serving a jail
term for his role in helping a man
die, and the son of singer Frank
Sinatra, who wanted to stop his onetime kidnapper from profiting
through a movie aut the crime.
The nine justices did not comment in refusing to consider those
appeals, nor most of the approximately 2,000 others rejected
Monday.
Following tradition, the court
reopened for business on the first
Monday in October, following a
three-month summer break.
In the term that will run through
next June, the court will consider
legal fights over cross burning, the
rights of abortion protesters, repeat
criminals and sex offenders, and
even trademark protection for lingerie maker Victoria's Secret.
The court already has accepted
45 cases for the term, and will continue to add cases in the coming
months. Overall, the court receives
about 8,000 appeals annually and
hears about 80.
Some of the biggest headlines
could come from cases now waiting
in the wings, among them tests of
government power to combat terror-

American people and government
take care of those who make sacrifices for the nation."
Reid also rejected suggestions
that the simultaneous benefits be
awarded just to veterans injured in
combat."Many.of our veterans have
not been injured in combat, but they
are no less injured or less deserving
of their compensation," he said.
Sen. Byron Dorgan, D-N.D., said
the United States is obliged to keep

its promises to soldiers.
"One of those promises is to say
that if you earn a retirement we will
pay you that retirement," Dorgan
said. "If you are disabled because of
your service to our country, you are
entitled to that disability payment.
It's just that simple."
The leader of the American
Legion urged lawmakers to allow
veterans to receive both sets of benefits.

Get $500.00 With A Payment
As Low As $36.50 Per Mo.
36.00% APR

Holiday Cash Needs• Establish Credit
• Medical Expenses• New Clothing
• Home/Auto Repairs Consolidate Bills

WE CAN HELP!!

HEIGHTS FINANCE
i CORPORATION
Pamela Dial, Manager
Janeen Feagin • Mandy Reeves • Kathleen Markle
1304 A Chestnut St.•Murray, KY 42071
Located in Dixieland Center •(270)759-0310
www.heichtsfinance.corn "Helping Families Reach New Heights"

THERE ARE EXCITING NEW CHANGES
AT CORN-AUSTIN...
Come shop in our newly remodeled, Ladies Department.
You'll.find chariiiiiig new updates and just
what you've been looking.for

FORMER BANKRUPTS WELCOME *Subject to our normal credit policy.

CorrrAViin

Eimmic!!

cared, aching legs?
Swollen ankles?
get relief with
7obst®.Cegwear!

nOl‘N.T01%\ • Ml

SPAGHETTI
with Meat Sauce or Marmara Sauce

WEDNESDAY
SPACHETT/ SPEC/Al

$1.99

;
1 7
41411111Alli"ir-All Valk
Lunch & Dinner - 11 a.m -Rpm

Toyota of Murray &
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet

DINNER SALAD $1.19
SOFT DRINK

970 Chestnut Street
Murray

794

ism, affirmative action in college
admissions and the new law rewriting campaign funding.
Monday's appeal marked Terry
Nichols' fifth failed attempt to win
high court review of his five-yearold federal court conviction.
Nichols is serving a life sentence for
conspiracy
and
involuntary
manslaughter in the deaths of eight
federal agents.
The agents were among 168 people killed in the 1995 bombing of
the Alfred P. Murrah federal building in Oklahoma City, which was
the nation's worst case of domestic
terrorism until the Sept. 11 attacks
last year.
Nichols' lawyers were again
arguing that his trial was tainted by
the government's failure to turn
over thousands of documents. They
said the government should not be
rewarded for misconduct. Nichols
still faces state murder charges and
could be sentenced to death if he is
convicted.
Former security guard Richard
Jewell argued that he was libeled by
a newspaper that reported he was a
suspect in the 1996 bombing at
Centennial Olympic Park in Atlanta.
Georgia courts sided with The
Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
Jewell found the knapsack that
held a bomb that exploded on July
27, 1996, killing one woman and
injuring I 1 1 people. He went from
hero to suspect, but was later
cleared by the Justice Department.
Kevorkian claimed his prosecution for the 1998 death of Thomas
Youk was unconstitutional.
The doctor is serving a 10- to 25year prison sentence for the injection death of Youk, who suffered
from Lou Gehrig's disease. The
death was videotaped and shown on
national television. Kevorkian
called it a "mercy killing," but a jury
in Michigan convicted him of second-degree murder.

Need Help Stuffing Your
Stockings This Year?

Democrats to override vet benefits bill
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
Under the House bill, retirees
Senate Democratic leader dared with at least a 60 percent disability
President Bush on Monday to veto a would have their full retirement
bill that would allow disabled veter- benefits phased in, at a cost to taxans to collect their full military pen- payers of at least $18.5 billion over
sions.
10 years, according to the White
"We'll override .the veto," said House. The Senate version would
Assistant Majority Leader Harry apply to all veterans and would cost
Reid, D-Nev., on the Senate floor. at least $58 billion.
"Let everyone here in the Senate
House and Senate conferees are
decide who they want to support: trying to resolvethe differences as
the president's people or the veter- they negotiate a final authorization
ans of their states."
bill. The White House has threatVeterans now have their retire- ened a veto, saying the expanded
ment benefits reduced by the benefits would deepen the federal
amount they are receiving in disabil- deficit.
ity pay. Under bills authorizing 2003
Reid said that with the Senate
Defense programs, both the House considering a resolution backing the
and Senate have voted to allow vet- use of military force against Iraq,
erans to receive their full retirement "we must send a signal to these
benefits regardless of disability pay. brave men and women that the
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Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
7466.40 +4156
Do% Jones Ind. A%g
41.64 + 0.52
1.ir Products
64.05 - 0.17
‘nthem
10.91 - 0.29
,%01,Time Warner
11.17 - 0.16
‘T&T
20.66 + 0.05
Bell South
14.30 - 0.03
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ....21.94 + 0.04
15.85 - 0.04
Caterpillar
70.25 - 0.25
(heron Texaco Corp
12.16 - 0.73
Daimler Chrysler
40.00 - 0.05
Dean Foods
33.11 - 0.08
Exxon-Mobil
8.05 - 0.45
Ford Motor
General Electric
23.34 + 0.39
General Motors
35.62 - 0.26
GlaxoSmith Kline A DR .39.90 + 0.21
Goodrich
17.53 + 0.12
Goodyear
8.09 + 0.19

HopFed Bank*
IBM
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penne
Pepsico, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc once unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

Porficge:

12.20 B 12.29 A
56.50 - 0.36
12.12 -0.01
13.74 - 0.08
12.99 + 0.16
.17.97 + 0.39
17.51 + 0.06
44.77 + 0.64
44.55 + 0.50
14.% + 0.51
40.59 + 4.81
2881 + 0.51
18.07 + 0.27
12.37 + 0.12
24.26 + 0.61
16.89 + 0.39
26.08 - 0.47
51.25 + 0.90

40
)
HILLIARD
L`tONS

PRESTON BARRETT
with over 40 years of automotive
experience, let Preston help you select your
next new or used car or truck.

TOYOTA

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-GMC,INC.

OF MURRAY
Showroom Hours- la) 1111,1111
)
.
Hil P Showroom Hours
8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
8-7 Mon.-Fn.. 8-5 Sat.
Email address - toyotamO'apex net
Email address - dtayloria'Idd.net
Website - toyotaotmurray com
Fax (270) 753-1629

a.

SINCE 1554

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.B.

as

W.L. Lyons, Inc. • Member NYSE and SIPC

Hwy. 641 S.• Murray
753-4961

Hwy. 641 S.• Murray
753-2617

= re()stered traciernark UI Be,ersdorl AG

Revitalize your legs
✓
✓
✓

I/

Help relieve tired legs
Help reduce Swelling
Comfort, t-lealtk cold Style!
Help relieve the pain of
mild varicose veins
(270)753-8055
improve blood flow in your legs
Outside Murray 800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER
210 South 12th. Murray
"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust-
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Supplies at Need Line
extremely low now
Tonia Casey, executive director of Need Line, said
Monday that food supplies and personal hygiene
supplies are extremely low at this time and especially the following:
Dried pinto or great northern beans, mixed vegetables, pork and beans,canned salmon,canned soup
and saltine crackers in the food needs;
Dish liquid, shampoo, tooth paste, bath tissue and
soap in the personal hygiene and cleaning supplies;
Also brown paper bags are needed.
Items may be taken to the Need Line office at 804
Story Ave., Murray. For information call 753-NEED.
Need Line is a United Way agency.

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Transitional Home Board to meet

Murray-Calloway County Transitional Home Board
will meet Wednesday. Oct. 9, at 9 a.m. at the Housing
Authority of Murray,716 Nash Dr., Murray. The meeting is open to the public.

Backboard Club rebate night
Rebate night for the Calloway County Boys Backboard Club will be
today and tonight, Oct. 8, at Sirloin Stockade. Funds will go to both the high
school and middle school basketball teams.
Photo provided
REUNION...Calloway County High School Class of 1972 held its 30-year reunion at the Murray Country Club July 27, 2002.
Attending were, from left, front row, Kathy Thompson Lyons. Michael Burchett, Don Stewart, Ricky Tucker, Jerry Adams, Jody
Griffin. Mike Nance, Curtis Lamb, David Wyatt, David Guinn, Louie Williams; second row, Doris Turner Sato, Nancy Steele Burket,
Teresa Byerly, Patty Greer Harris, Sherry Mitchell Fisher. Sandra Hargrove Pepper, Debbie Stom McWherter, Glenda Stubblefield
Martin, Jeannie Parker Hutson, Laura Sills Paschall, Kathryn Hardie Higgins, Freda Colson Elliott, Rita Colson Elkins, Sandra
Davis. Carla Watkins Hudson. Cathy Lovett Stockdale; third row. Judy Knott Williams, Christi Lockhart Vance, Debbie Rogers
Doron, Gary Potts, Vickie Gamble Ringstaff, Dennis B. Burkeen, Kathy Hopkins Watters, Edith Leitchfield Cunningham, Johnnie
Stockdale, Billy Usrey, Keith Norsworthy, Freddie Higgins, Don Boren, Larry Crank, Donnie Hudson. Wayne Watkins, Joe Crass;
fourth row. Randy Lee, Randy Tucker, Earl Franklin Adams, Rob Proctor, David Hall, Steve Courtney, Mark Paschall, Jim Morris,
David Bucy, Sandy Forrest, Andy Newsome and Gary Ward. Not pictured are Jimmy Dodson and Ray Murdock.

LBL reunion held in Lyon County
The 15th annual Land Between Henson and Doug and Christine
the Lakes reunion for the Lyon Brown. Also, Tabitha Wallace was
County area was held Sept. 21 at soloist.
Star Camp. former Dogwood Lodge
Signing the guest register were
the following: _
_ _mar rancl_Rivc.,rs.
,
George Barnett. Louise Barbett,Former residents from several
states attended, but Hays Brooks, Donna Aldridge Vinson, Arvella
from Las Vegas, Nev., traveled more Oliver, Shelly Hefner, Selisha Oliver,
miles for the reunion. Ella Belle Don and Linda Timmons, Dorcas
Fulks, from Georgia who will be 91 Hallman, Ella Belle Fulks. Betty
Douglas Champi.on, Rodney
yetT 4' -add -13-eafri-ce- M. __Garvin,
and Glenda Gray, Kathy, Dennis,
Forsythe. from St. Louis, Illinois. Sue, Linda, Jacie, Mesa. Patsy.
and
who will be 91 years old May I I. Lois Trimm, Eula Mae Hamlet,
were special guests.
Wilson Hamlet. Audrey Jones,
Norma Ladd of Calvert City said
Elwood and Mae Forsythe. H.J.
"each year we are fortunate to have and Nadine Smith, Hays Brooks,
more and more young ones enjoying Louise Wells, Inez Harper, Mildred
the day with us. This is very good. Davenport. David and Beth Duncan,
lest we forget where we came from, J. Belle Riggle. Arleta Morgan,
the trust, the respect, the love and Clovis and Sue Collins, Kenneth
Cox, Jewell Lovell. Frederick
caring, among friends, neighbors. Groves,
Bea McNelly, Jane
and family from whence we came. Forsythe, Bill Forsythe, Homer and
the area of Lyon County, once Stella Barnett, J.R. Rhodes. Connie
known as 'Between The Rivers'."
Rhodes, Tom and Gladys O'Bryan,
Donald and Mary Forsythe Susan Ramey Creekmer,
Jo Ann Lamb Stewart. Ruth
brought a band group for entertainment. Playing along with Donald Wells. Henry Wells, Raymond Wells,
were J.T. Bell, Otis and Bobbie J.S. and Debris Holland, Albert
Elkins, Barry McDowell, Jimmy Fulks, Gracie Baker, Kitty Doom.
Harland and Darlene Timmons.

Frost celebrates first birthday
Stephanie Marie Frost celebrated
her first birthday on Monday. Sept.
23, with a party at Pagliai's.
"Winnie the Pooh" was the
theme of the party decorations.
Present were 19 guests.
She is the daughter of Steven and
Lisa Frost.
Her grandparents are Merle and
Sara ,Frost of Cadiz and Roger and
Carolyn Hudson of Murray.
Her great-grandparents arc
Lorine Hudson and the late David
Hudson and Genella Jones and the
late Jewell Jones of Kirksey.
Assisting at the party was a special friend, Nancy Armstrong. who
the family said "spoils Stephanie
like her niece and nephew. Nicole
and Ben Hudson.-

Frost

CALL 753-3314
FOR SHOWTIMES
OR ON THE INTERNET
GO TO
www.hollywood.com

Dr. Joe Chaney. a member of the Student
Law
Government, Law and International Association
Affairs Department of Murray State (SLA)and works
University, received the Max G. advising
stuCarman Outstanding Teacher Award dents; conductat Honor's Day 2002 at MSU.
ing workshops to
In 1979 the MSU Student prepare for the
Government Association created LSAT;
and
the award in order to recognize spends
hours
those professors at MSU who excel writing letters of
in the classroom and exhibit overall recommendation
teacher excellence.
for admission to
Professors are nominated by the law schools.
Chaney
student body and selected by a stuThrough SLA
dent committee that is chaired by sponsorship of
the provost or his representative.
public forums, he has invited, on
Dr. Chaney received an under- numerous occasions, deans of law
graduate degree from MSU in 1970 schools to campus for lectures and
. .
.and earned his law degree from the exposure of students to the admisUniversity of Arizona School of sion process and the realities of the
Law in 1976. He was admitted to law profession.
the Arizona and Federal Bar in 1976
Active with many major profesand practiced law in Arizona until sional affiliations, Chancy served as
joining the faculty at MSU in 1986. president
of
the
Southern
In addition to being an outstand- Association of Pre-law Advisors
ing classroom teacher. Chaney from 1995 until 1996.
serves students outside the classHe and his wife, Lynda, have
room. He is faculty adviser to the been married for 35 years.

Something important happening?
Let us help you share it with the community.
The Murray Ledger & Times

r
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 9
THURSDAY, OCT. 10
FRIDAY, OCT. 11

and Melba Murray, Holland Stafford,
Angel DePriest, Stormy Depriest,
Jenny Reed, Jordon DePriest, Karon
DePriest, Beatrice M. Forsythe, Kay
and Jim Forsythe, May Lynn and
Kay
Lynn
Forsythe, Mason.
Woodruff, J.T. Posey, Bud Burger,
Ina Jane Monta, Kimberly Holeman,
Ashley Holeman,
Brittney Ramage. Della Oliver,
Cheryl Hubbard McQuigg, Deanna
Peek Thomas, Dylan Gray Estes,
McKenna Rae Thomas, Juanita
Walker, Floyd Hubbard, Margaret
and Hyrum Chambers, Beverly
Sewell, Roy and Dutchie Aldridge,
Imogene Ramey, Loretta Williams,
Margaret
Timmons, Treasure
Jennings Whismont, Billy and Carol
Bonds, Jerry and Ruth Martin,
Annie Aldridge, Austin Powell,
Devan Powell, Dorothy Oliver, Kelsie
Calhoun, David Nickell, Margie and
Glenda Mitchusson, Richard and
Shelly Lady, Ellie Meeks, Darlene
Rhodes Orr, Estill McKendree, Ron
and Norma Jean Rhodes Ladd,
Donald and Mary Forsythe, J.T. Bell,
Otis and Bobbie Elkins, Barry
McDowell. Jimmy Henson, Doug
and Christine Brown and Tabitha
Wallace.

Chaney receives award

Ci-ECK our ouR
kt-Ew TV KED<

SPECIAL MID-WEEK
MATINEES

Kelsie and Becky Smith, Dora
Timmons, Margie Weaver, Charlotte
Whalen, William L. Whalen, Katie
Tiller, Jimmy and Janice Mickolson,
Lendel and Emma Peal, Nick
Lowery, Hazel Pinnegar Dickens,
Wayne and Barbara Aldridge,
Elaine Cox, Bill Beck, Mary Lou
Underhill. Lester Fulks, Ruby
Whalen Kingston, Donna Doom.
John Harper, Etta Deist, G.W. and
Connie Heater, Martha Fulks, Trista
Lady, Anita Oliver, Mandy Oliver,
Kenny Fralicx, Louella Doom, Sylvia
Payne, Louise Stafford, J.R. Brooks,
Virginia Choat, Lorraine Ingram,
Kendra Capp, Celesta Peal Wilson,
Rob Wilson, Bud Holland, Jan
Holland, Cliff Lockman, Mattie
Lockman,
Sue Cummings, Doyle and Lena
O'Bryan, Larry Thorning, Gordon
Thoming. Ruth Taylor, Bill Taylor,
Freda Hubbard, Vernon Wren and
Sue, Gene and Glennie Hildreth,
Leonard and Shirley Wells, Patrick
and Marilyn Settles, Leonard Wells,
Arvella Forsythe, Leon Forsythe.
Robert T. Flynn. Jewell Posey, Stella
Morris, Rudell and Ernestine Noles,
Leon Timmons, Mason Forsythe,
Wendell and Glenda Murray, Coy

Al-Anon group planned
An Al-Anon Group will meet tonight, Oct. 8, from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. at
the building at 1101 Glendale Rd., Murray. This is for all families and
friends of alcoholics. For more information call 489-6119 or cell phone,
841-6119.

Special seminar Friday
Dental Implants: Treatment Planning and Restoration will be the topic of
the seminar for dentists and their staff on Friday, Oct. II, from 8:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. at Murray Country Club. Breakfast and lunch will be included.
Speakers will be Dr. Michael Bobo, Dr. Chip Clayton, Jon Homer and Chris
Morris. For reservations call 759-4063.

Golf Scramble benefit Wednesday
Murray High School Basketball Boys and Girls Teams will sponsor a
four-person golf scramble on Wednesday, Oct. 9, at 1 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club. The fee for the four-person team will be $200. Funds will be
used for the basketball program at the high school. To register for the event
call Rechelle Turner at 767-0358 or the high school, 753-5202.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
_ Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet tonight
at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple. New officers will be installed, according to Nancy Manning, worthy matron, and Paul Jones, worthy patron.

Delta meeting Wednesday
Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Wednesday,
Oct. 9, at 2 p.m. at the club house. Melody Nall, BHS, CHES. will present
a program on "Kentucky Cancer Program." Hostesses will be Martha
Broach, Martha Warren and Louise Swann.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray SOS (singles organizational society) will meet tonight at 7 p.m.
at Shoney's Inn, North 12th Street, Murray. This will be the birthday celebration. This is open to all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information call Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or Barbara at 436-5032.

Alzheimer's group will meet
Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet today at 4:30
p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Kerte Atkins
of Janseen Eldercare will present a program on -Stimulating Activities."
For information call Cindy Ragsdale, licensed social worker, at 762-1108.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks at its stops this month.
Stops will be at Crawford's Service Station, Lynn Grove, from 12:30 to 3
p.m. today; at Center for Health & Wellness, Murray, from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 9; at First Baptist Church,
Cadiz. from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. on Thursday. Oct. 10.

Reflexology classes planned
Murray State University Reflexology classes will be held in the
Mississippi room on the third floor of MSU Curris Center. Level I classes
will be Oct. 19 and Nov.9 and 23. Leaders said "reflexology relieves stress
and pain and is an ancient art of healing." For more information call 7538522.

Angels Shop lists opening days
Angels Attic Thrift Shop at 1628 Main St., Murray, is open each
Thursday from noon to 7 p.m. and will be open each Saturday in October
from 9 a.m. to noon. Persons may bring donated items to the shop each
Tuesday from noon to 7 p.m. All proceeds from sales benefit the Angels
Community Clinic at 1005 Poplar St., Murray. The shop was initiated by St.
John's Episcopal church as a community-wide out reach which involves
volunteers from many local churches. For information call 761-0111.

Women Aware groups to meet
Support groups of victims of domestic violence of Women Aware are
scheduled at various times throughout the week. They are at 10 a.m.
Tuesday, 2 p.m. Wednesday, 10 a.m. and 5:15 p.m. on Thursday, and 10 a.m.
on Friday. For information call Carolyn Stubblefield, counselor court advocate of Women Aware at 759-2373.

CCHS Class of 1987 plans reunion
All classmates of the 1987 graduating class of Calloway County High
School interested in attending and/or helping organize a 15-year reunion,
call Scott England at 753-0980 or Lee Ann Taylor at 759-5532. Also calls
from classmates or their relatives with address information will be appreciated
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FREE CHILD'S CIRCUS TICKET

THE LIEBLING BROS. CIRCUS
Murray Calloway County Fairgrounds
Fri., Oct. 11th - 5 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.• Sat., Oct. 12th - 3 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Sun., Oct. 13th - 3 p.m. & 6 p.m.
Admit up to 2 children per paid adult. Children 4-12 - $5.00 without
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Tie Essential-Day Spa
An AV E DA.. Concept Salon
*Massage Therapy

•Body Wraps
*Aromatherapy
*Facials *Sugaring
*Manicures SE Pedicures

1311 Johnson Blvd.
Murray

270-767-0760

Gift Certificates Available
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Circus will
be featured
for three
performances
The Liebling Brothers Family
Circus will perform in Murray on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Oct.
11, 12 and 13, at the MurrayCalloway Jaycee Fairgrounds on
Highway 121 North, Murray.
Shows will be at 5 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. Friday, 3 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, and 3 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Sunday.
The show will feature elephants,
horses, monkeys, dogs and ponies,
along with some animals you would
not expect to see such as "Lucky
Big Mac," the five-legged bull, and
"Sly," a giant jungle snake almost
22 feet long.
Also featured will be a variety of
international performers from
around the world. The show will
feature for the 2002 tour, "ET the
Alien," live in person.
The show is geared for the entire
family. Free circus tickets are available-at- area cenvenient stores and
fast food restaurants. Elephant and
pony rides will open one hour
before showtime.

Graves writes about 'Old
Farmers Almanac'
Old Farmers Almanac by Robert B. Thomas. My grandfather planted
strictly by the signs. (He also dowsed wells, voted a straight ticket, and
pitched silver dollars with his brothers for -keepers" at family picnics.)
The paperback copy of the farmers almanac hung on
the wall in the hallway on a string. And woe betide the
kid that touched it without his permission.
The 2003 edition is here in hardback and read) for
your reference.
•••

Photo provided

BAZAAR...Lillie Fuqua, Jo Rae Peiffer, Martha Crawford, Lee Furst, Jackie Helm and Vicky
Holton are members of Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club working on
items for the annual Christmas Bazaar to be Saturday, Oct. 26, from 9 a.m. to p.m. at the club
house.

Homemakers donate duffel bags

The Gentry House is in need of
bath towels, full size sheets and
dishes for the home for the needs of
families being housed there temporarily, according to Vicki Yoak,
director for the house. Yoak also
issued a plea for a family moving
out of Gentry House to permanent
housing who does not have any
household necessities. Needed are
furniture, bed, couch, table and
chairs, washing machine and dishes. Any person having items -to
donate, please take them to the
Need Line office at 804 Story Ave.,
Murray, and specific that the items
are for the Gentry House. For more
information call 753-6333.

`14ta's Neat Repeats
Consignment Clothes

1st Anniversary Sale
All Summer $ 1.00
JO BURKEEN/Ledger & Times photo

Mia Brianne
Todd
Mr. and Mrs. Jay N. Todd of 412
South 8th St., Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Mia Brianne
Todd, born on Monday, Sept. 16,
2002, at 7:29 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds
five ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former
Kimberly McNeely.
Maternal grandparents are Steve
and Donna McNeely of Murray and
paternal grandparents are Myles
and Linda Todd of Murray.
Maternal great-grandparents are
David and Pat McMullin and
Levirn McNeely, all of Murray. A
paternal great-grandparent is Elena
Pittman of Wickliffe.

Joseph receives
doctorate degree
The Rev. Roger Joseph has
received his doctorate degree in
pastoral counseling.
A graduate of Calloway County
High School, he has been in the
ministry of the United Methodist
Church for several years.
He is now serving as pastor of
Raleigh United Methodist Church.
Dr. Joseph is the son of Verlene
Bowerman and the late Willie Wade
Joseph.

GUN.?
HOW ABOUT AN ANNUITY?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium
and Single Premium Deterred
Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans.
The initial guaranteed rate' is•

4.50%

PRESENTATION.. Jo Farley, left, president of Calloway County
Extension Homemakers, presents duffel bags for foster children, to Debbie Toth, protection permanency supervisor in
Calloway County.

Just as useful is "The Unofficial Guide to tialt
Disney World 2003- by Bob Sehlinger. If you don't get
any thing else from this book, the "Chuck Bubb(' Rt.lo\
is worth the read.
After riding a ride, the young'un wants to ride again
Library (it gives them a sense of mastery.) But even if you get
there first, the wait to ride again may be 12 IMIWICs
News
By Ben Graves more. This is a dead drag and is guaranteed to drain the
Calloway County happy-face out of any family.
Here's where the relay comes in: Mom and the kid
Public Library
("bubba")
get in line to ride. Dad waits until a certain
Director
number of people have entered the line after mom and
hubba(how many depends on the ride.) When mom and bubba get off, they
walk quickly back to dad. Mom chucks bubba over the fence to dad and
goes to sit down while dad takes a turn on the flying elephant. -.
•••

The
Calloway
County
Extension Homemakers has had as
a project the donation of duffel
bags for al the children in Foster
Care in the state of Kentucky.
This was a project of the
Kentucky Extension Homtmakers
for the 2001-2002 year. The bags
were purchased by the Kentucky
group for the Calloway group to
make the presentation.
Jane Steely, Calloway County
Extension Agent for Family and
Consumer Sciences, and Jo Farley,
president of the Calloway County
Homemakers, said "it was the
desire
of
the
Extension
Homemakers that each child in foster care have their very own bag for
their personal use."
The duffel bags were presented
Debbie Toth, protection permanency supervisor in Calloway County.

Gentry
House lists
needs

Birth
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New Fall Is Here
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
(270)762-0207
M-S 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

For younger readers, 3rd through 5th, we have the "Secret Worlds"
series from Dorling Kindersley.
Titles in the series include: Villains, traitors, tyrants, and thieves, Black
Holes and-other space oddities, Mini Beasts: Mr microscopic world oftiny
creatures (this one is even good for high school biology class), and
Survival: Life in Earth's toughest habitats. The pictures are great and the
text is informative without being too stiff.
Finest Hour by Tim Clayton and Phil Craig.
During the summer and fall of 1940, Great Britain stood alone against
the power of the Nazi Luftwaffe. This is the story of the Battle of Britain.
fought by a handful of aviators in the English skies. It's the companion
book to the PBS series of the same name.
Finest Hour is actually a bit of an oddity. It's one of the few donated
books that make it past the weeding questions and all the way into the collection. Here's how we decide whether a book stays or not.
At three years old (it was published in 1999) it's no longer a "new" title.
That's a stopper for most books, but since the topic is historical ( more than
30 years ago) we'll say o.k.
It's in very good condition; the binding is still snug and the jacket is perfect. There's a mark on the top of the text block that makes me think it came
off of a clearance rack at some point, but that doesn't matter much.
Most importantly, we don't have another book in the library that would
replace it. So, this one stays.
000

keemereme.e.i
RADIO CAB
753-TAXI
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WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OF OUR SPONSORS FOR THEIR
DONATIONS IN SUPPORT OF OUR ANNUAL EMPLOYEE PICNIC
Kroger
Innovative Printing
MSU Athletic Foundation
Taco Johns
Zax's
Taco Bell
Sirloin Stockade
Blades
Faye's
Murray Ledger & Times
Headlines
Brenda's Beauty Salon
JC Penney
Papa John's
Matt B's
The Cutting Edge
Classy Cuts
Wal-Mart
Center for Health & Wellness

A Piece of Cake
Gateway Computers
Factory Discount Shoes
& Uniforms
DK Kelley
Doris' Beauty Salon
Friedman's Jewelry
M5U Bookstore
OC Tanner
Ginger's Hallmark
Dutch Essenhaus
Gold Rush
McDonald's
Storey's Food Giant
Mane Event
Captain D's
Essential Day Spa
Shear Lunacy
Debbie and Company

Ryan's
August Moon
Martha's Restaurant
Dawahare's
Oakwood Studio
Owen's
Tosco Promotions
Judy & Sherry's
Pam's Cake Hut
Pier 1
Hair Art
Uppercuts
Hih-Burger
Tom's Grille
The Big Apple Cafe
Dumplin's
Medical Arts Pharmacy
Los Portales
Domino's

Castlerock Bookstore
Hair Grafiks
Cracker Barrel
Attitudes
Cheri Theatres
Goody's
The Keg
Pizza Hut
Kut n Kurl
Vintage Rose
Corn Austin
Arby's
Boulder's
SOS
Sullivan's Par 3
The Ritz
The Crew
The Place
JT Lee Jewelers

for Me lost month arkl rnf.

Wired An for Ow year

WOODMEN OF THE WORID
OMAHA WOODMEN
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
140 VolIF °Mar OMAHA, sERRASICA

imen.com

E

U R RAY-CALLOWAY CO U N TY HOSP I TAL

can vary Monthly Or C.••

Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
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SPECIAL THANKS TO NORTH
CALLOWAY ELEMENTARY FOR
USE OF THEIR FACILITY.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 762-1100 • www.murrayhospital.org
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MSU Football

Pannunzio: Racers united
heading into OVC season
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Just days before his Murray
State Racers embark on a crucial seven-week stretch that will
determine their fate in the Ohio
Valley Conference, Joe Pannunzio was preaching togetherness.
Despite a forgettable 1-3 start
in four non-conference contests,
the third-year MSU head coach
insists his squad is united in
search of trIE program's first OVC
championship since 1996.
"This team is closer than any
team I've ever been around," said
Pannunzio, who took the recent
bye week to meet individually with
each player as the Racers prepare for their league opener and
annual Homecoming game against
visiting Tennessee Tech on Saturday.
"This is the first team I've
had where the kids truly care about
one another."
Pannunzio, who promotes a
"family atmosphere" within the
Murray camp, has been challenged
to maintain that unity in recent
weeks as the Racers dropped backto-back games in heartbreaking
fashion to Illinois State and Indiana State — considered two
middle-of-the-road teams in the
Gateway Conference.
The injury bug has also been
an obstacle as the Racers have
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
been hit hard with various bumps ONE VOICE ... Murray State head coach Joe Pannunzio,
and bruises which have — at
discussing a call with a referee in the Racers' Sept. 28
least in part — contributed to
loss
at Indiana State, says his squad is united and ready
the team's slow start.
to
tackle
a grueling OVC schedule.
Leading rusher Billy Blanchard
(ankle) and top receivers Dean- he's a guy who seems to wear Fellow senior Mario Riley has
dre Green (back) and Marcus defenses down as the game goes been solid, as well as sophomore
Christon missed all or parts of along. He brings a lot of tough- newcomers Ron Lane and Ulysses
the 34-31 overtime loss at Indi- ness to this team ... The ques- Odoms.
ana State on Sept. 28 because tion with him is: How much
Junior quarterback Stewart
of injuries.
wear and tear can he take?"
Childress had his best outing
Green and Christon are expectWherF healthy, the Racer since his redshin freshman seaed back this weekend. However, offense has shown signs of poten- son at Indiana State, completing
Blanchard's status remains ques- tial in the first four weeks of 19-of-23 pass attempts for 235
tionable. Ditto for offensive tack- the season.
yards.
le Jeremy Goodman, who has
The ground game, as expectThe former Caldwell County
missed most of the year with a ed, has been MSU's biggest standout spread those 19 comnagging knee injury.
strength. Blanchard has led the pletions out as seven different
"Billy's injury really concerns way with 313 yards on 43 rush- receivers recorded at least one
me." Pannunzio noted. "We real- ing attempts (7.3 yards per carry) catch against the Sycamores,
ly need him in there because while scoring four touchdowns. including heralded transfer tight

Division 1-AA Poll
PHILADELPHIA (AP.[ -- The top 25
teams in the Sports Network Division
I-AA tootball poil. with tirst-place
votes in parentheses, records through
Sunday. points and previous ranking•
Record
Pt.
1 Montana (97)
5-0 2,497
2 Maine (1)
6-0 2,273
3. McNeese State (2) 4-1 2,252
4. Appalachian State 4:11 2:08
196
1
5 Furman
6. Villanova
5-1 1,905
7 Northwestern State 4-1 1,768
4-1 1,594
8 Northern Arizona
3-2 1,465
9. Eastern Illinois
4-1 1,376
10. Lehigh
11. Grambling State
5-1 1,326
12. Northern Iowa
3-2 1,163
13. Western Illinois
4-1 1,116
14, Portland State
3-2 1,086
15. Bethune-Cookman 6-0
930
16. Georgia Southern 3-2 906
17. William 8 Mary
2-2 851
18 Wofford
4-1
744
19. Eastern Kentucky 4-2
735
4-1
20. Northeastern
724
21, Florida A&M
4-2 687
22. Youngstown State 3-2
509
23. Nicholls State
5-1
431
24. Pennsylvania
4
40
13
4
43:0
1
25. S. Carolina State

end Jimmy St. Louis — an offseason acquisition from Auburn.
"That's the way our offense
should run when we're going
well," Pannunzio said.
"We want to get the ball to
Marcus and Dee Dee eight or
nine times a game and get it to
the backs and tight ends a couple of times."
The MSU defense — which
has been a point of contention
in the past few seasons — has
also shown some positive signs.
With tackles Cedric Harden and
James Bridges and a host-olsolid
defensive ends, Pannunzio has
seen his line affect the line of
scrimmage for the first time in
his brief MSU tenure.
"Cedric Harden and _tames
Bridges are as good a set of
tackles as there are in this league.
And our secondary has played
pretty well too. I just wish we
had a little more depth there,"
he noted.
"We've shown signs of being
a pretty good football team, and
I still think we have the chance
to be one. We just have to start
winning some games, and we
need to start that this week."

Cards preparing without hope of Rolen

NO ROLEN
St. Louis third
baseman Scott Rolen will likely miss all of the upcoming
NLCS with an arm injury.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
Louis Cardinals are preparing for
the NL championship series without Scott Rolen, although they
hesitated to make an official decision Monday.
"He's got a
sprain in several places and it's
very painful,"
manager Tony
La Russa said
before the team
worked out. "It's a lot to expect
that it's not going to be a couple
of weeks before he gets ready,
and it's a lot to expect a club to
play with four bench guys in a
National League-type game.
"So, we're not too optimistic."
Trainer Barry Weinberg took
that another step.
"We haven't ruled him out yet,
not completely," Weinberg said.
"Almost."
Rolen. who had 31 home runs,
110 RBIs and batted .266 this season. was optimistic he could perhaps play latcr in the series because
there has been daily improvement.
The tradeoff for the Cardinals is

he'd be a wasted roster spot probably until at least Game 5, next
Monday. or Game 6 next Wednesday.
"I haven't written this next
series off yet," Rolen said. "I don't
think Games 1 and 2 are necessarily in the forefront, but later
in the series we're days away. I
don't know where it's going to
go from here, so I guess there's
a decision to make in a couple
of days. I'm still not washing my
hair yet."
Rolen said team doctors haven't
determined whether the major problem is in the shoulder joint or
with ligaments. If it's the joint,
he's got a much better chance of
returning.
"I feel a lot better and I have
better range of motion," Rolen
said. "I'm not swinging a bat or
anything, but I can wave to people today and I couldn't do that
before. Hopefully I can get to a
point where we can put a time
frame on it."
The Cardinals will play the San
Francisco Giants in the NLCS
opener Wednesday.

Rolen sprained his left shoulder Thursday in Game 2 of the
division series against the Arizona
Diamondbacks.
Weinberg said Rolen has
improved and was able to give
him a high-five Monday.
"So, that's improvement," Weinberg said. "But judging right now,
we're not very optimistic about
him playing. We'll get him treated and see how he is tomorrow."
Weinberg said it's difficult to
say how long it will take Rolen
to recover.
"It's not a traditional injury,"
Weinberg said. "Instead of asking
the recovery time, you kind of, at
the end, say this is how long it
took. Each day you see how he
progresses.
"Normal things have to become
normal first, and then baseball
stuff has to become normal."
The Cardinals would use either
Miguel Cairo or Albert Pujols at
third base if Rolen can't play.
Cairo was 4-for-4 against Arizona
and had the game-winning hit in
Game 2 and two RBIs in Game
3 as the Cardinals swept the series.

Surprise! Twins, Angels vie for Series
MINNEAPOLIS(AP) — Anaheim was given
little chance of making the playoffs. Minnesota
was worried about lasting until the start of
spring training.
They are unlikely contenders in the AL
championship series, which opens tonight in
the boisterous Metrodome, the most unpredictable ballpark in the major leagues.
Until now, the Angels have been known
mostly for their past playoff failures. The
were a- prime-exhibit-of a small-market team unable to compete. a franchise unwanted by its *owner and designated for execution
just last November.
Hey big spenders. look who's still playing.
Fans lined up in the cold Monday night to

buy tickets — and more came hack when question about that," commissioner Bud Selig
said Monday from his Milwaukee office. "The
returns were put on sale later in the day.
"The country wants to see the poor teams question is how long can they keep those
win and play," Minnesota outfielder Toni players? The very teams we are talking about
Hunter said. "I was rooting for the Angels. are the ones worrying about that."
Still, the only numbers that matter in the
It's going to be low-budget LCS. We all make
end are runs and wins, not dollars and cents.
minimum wage out there."
"I think both clubs play the game at a very
Not quite. Anaheim began the season with
baseball's 15thrhighest payroll at $61.7 mil- high pace. They're very, very- aggressive on
lion. The Twins, 27th at $40.2 million, still the bases," Angels manager Mike Scioscia
-paid their -players an average of $1.2 millign, said.
_
Minnesota was, perhaps, a bit too aggresFor fans, those are big bucks. But in baseball, it's bargain basement. Before this' year, sive in celebrating its 5-4 victory Sunday at
the teams in the top half of payroll standings Oakland, which put the Wins in the AL chamwon 219 of 224 postseason games since 1995. pionship for the first time since they won the
-They've done a masterful job. There's no 1991 World Series.

ROBERTO BOREA AP photo

PLAYING LONG BALL ... San Francisco's Barry Bonds hits
a home run in the fourth inning against the Atlanta Braves
during Game 5 of the National League Division Series on
Monday at Turner Field. The Giants won the series 3-2.

Bonds, Giants end
postseason droughts
ATLANTA (AP) — Could it
he.2 _Barry .Bonds. wasn't_ sure.
One of the greatest players in
baseball history had never celebrated in the postseason. So, when
the San Francisco Giants turned
an unusual double play to end the
NL division series, he was caught
off guard.
"I didn't know!" Bonds said.
"I didn't know there were three
outs!"
Relax, Barry, you're a postseason winner at last.
Homering and scoring the first
two runs, Bonds came through when
it mattered most as the Giants
held off the Atlanta Braves 3-1
in the decisive Game 5 Monday.
"I'm shocked, to be honest with
you," he said. "I've never been
past the first round. I don't know
how to respond. Should I be happy
or just sit here?"
San Francisco won the final
two games against Atlanta, though
it got dicey at the end. The Braves,
no strangers to postseason misery,
put runners on first and third with
no outs in the ninth.
But Robb Nen struck out Gary
Sheffield and then got Chipper
Jones to ground into a double play
to end it.
J.T. Snow fielded Jones'
grounder along the line, stepped

on first and threw to shortstop
Rich Aurilia, who put the seriesending tag on Julio Franco.
In left field, Bonds stood briefly
with a bewildered look, then pointed toward the sky and trotted
slowly toward his teammates, who
-already were celebrating near sec--ond base.
The wild-card Giants moved on
to face St. Louis in the NL championship series. Game 1 is Wednesday night at Busch Stadium.
Bonds, whose teams had been
0-for-5 in the postseason, said he's
not content with winning one playoff series.
"I won't be satisfied until I get
a World Series ring," he said.
With Atlanta's departure, three
100-win teams during the regular
season — the Braves, New York
Yankees and Oakland Athletics —
all were sent packing in the first
round.
This has become the norm for
the Braves. Despite winning 11
straight division titles, they have
managed only one World Series
championship. For the second time
in three years, they couldn't even
get out of the opening round.
"We're at the point in this clubhouse where it doesn't matter what
you do in the regular season,"
Chipper Jones said.

CCHS volleyball
falls to Eagles
p.m.
Meanwhile, Murray High (510) will open postseason play
Monday in Princeton against Lone
Oak in the third match of a 5
Staff Report
p.m. first-round tripleheader.
Murray Ledger & Times
The Lady Tigers, who visit
The Calloway County volleyball team received news both Marshall today at 7 p.m. in Draffenville before hosting Graves
good and bad Monday.
The Lady Lakers fell to 8-8 Thursday at 7p.m. at Tiger Gym,
on the year with a 15-2, 15-2 would return to Caldwell for
loss to Christian Fellowship at Tuesday's second round.
With a win, Murray would
Jeffrey Gymnasium, but CCHS
will remain on its home court take on Fulton City at 6:15 p.m.,
for its first two matches in the while a loss would pit MHS
double-elimination First District with the loser of Monday's match
Madisonville-North
between
Tournament.
Caldwell County will serve Hopkins and Caldwell County
as co-host of the I3-team event, at 8:45 p.m.
The winner's bracket semifiwhich begins Monday and will
nals and second round of the
conclude Friday.
Calloway. which closes its loser's bracket will be held
regular season at Paducah Tilgh- Wednesday beginning at 5 p.m.
man Thursday at 7 p.m., will in Princeton.
The third round of the loser's
face Ballard Memorial Monday
bracket and the winner's brackat 5 p.m.
The Lady Lakers would then et final are set for Thursday at
face either Graves County or Hop- Caldwell. with the loser's brackkins County Central Tuesday in et final and atampionship game
the winner's bracket at 6:15 p.m. to follow Friday beginning at 5
or in the loser's bracket at 8:45 p.m.

District tourney
schedule released
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Van Haverstock

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
ey 9-4) 6 50 p m

DIVISION SERIES
American League
New York vs Anaheim

Saturday
Arianeim 9 New York 5 Anaheim wins
series 3-1
Minnesota vs Oakland
Sunday
Minnesota 5 Oakland 4 Minnesota wins
series 3-2
National League
Atlanta vs. San Francisco
Monday
San Francisco 3 Atlanta 1 San Francisco
wins series 3-2
Arizona vs. St. Louis
Saturday
St Louis 6. Arizona 3, St Louis wins series
3-0
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
Today
Anaheim (Appier 14-12) at Minnesota (Mays
4-8). 7 19 pm (FOX)
Wednesday
Anaheim (Ra. Ortiz 15-9) at Minnesota
(Reed 15-7), 7:19 p.m. (FOX or FOX Sports
Net)
Friday
Minnesota (Radke 9-5) at Anaheim (Washburn 18-6), 7.19 p.m (FOX)
Saturday
Minnesota (Milton 13-9) at Anaheim (Lack-

(FOX)
Sunday
Minnesota at Anaheim. 3:50 p.m., if necessary (FOX)
Oct. 15
Anaheim at Minnesota 7 20 p m it necessary (FOX)
Oct. 16
Anaheim at Minnesota 7 20 p m it necessary (FOX)
National League
Wednesday
San Francisco (Rueter 14-8) at St Louis
(Morns 17-9), 7.19 p.m (FOX or FOX Sports
Net)
Thursday
San Francisco (Schmidt 13-8) at Si Louis
(Williams 9-4), 7 19 p.m (FOX)
Saturday
St Louis (Finley 11-15) at San Francisco
(Ru Ortiz 14-10), 320 p.m. (FOX)
Sunday
St. Louis (Benes 5-4) at San Francisco
(Hernandez 12-16), 650 p.m. (FOX)
Monday
St Louis at San Francisco. 720 p.m.. it
necessary (FOX)
Oct. 16
San Francisco at St Louis, 3:20 p.m., if
necessary (FOX)
Oct. 17
San Francisco at St. Louis, 7:20 p m., if
necessary (FOX)

'Cats refocus
after off week
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- Kentucky's off week could not have
come at a better time.
About a dozen Wildcats were
stricken with flu-like symptoms
soon after their 41-34 loss to Florida on Sept. 28.
Luckily, an open date gave them
all last week to recover. Kentucky
(4-1, 0-1 Southeasiern Conference)returns to action Silturday, hosting South Carolina (4-2, 2-1).
"It came at a good time," Kentucky coach Guy Morriss said of
the break at his weekly news con:
ference Monday. "A lot of them
went home to see their girlfriends
or Mom and Dad, get a homecooked meal, that kind of stuff.
They should be ready to go."
The only thing Morriss had to
do Monday to get his players refocused was bring up last year's
game with the Gamecocks in
Columbia.
South Carolina scored touchdowns on four of its first six possessions on its way to a 42-6 victory, Kentucky's most lopsided loss
of the season.
"We just laid an egg. They're
going to remember that. because
I've already reminded them of it,"
Morriss said. "I don't think

revenge is the right word. I think
it's something they want to atone
from last year."
Something else Morriss will
mention this week is penalties.
The Wildcats were flagged 10
times for 79 yards
against Florida and
have had 10 or
more penalties in
three
of
five
games. They .Ltad
the league with 46
penalties for 373 yards.
"It's a huge concern to me,"
Morriss said. "Much of the problem in the Florida game was due,
in large part, to some very poor
decisions by our players. Penalties 'always come at the wrong
time, but there just has to be more
of a conscious effort to get it corrected."
Morriss said he sensed his team
played with ,a weaker mentality
against the Gators than it had during its surprising 4-0 start.
"The disappointing thing in the
Florida game was the fact that we
played not to lose, rather than
play aggressively to win the game,"
he said. "We've got to get back
to where we relax, let our playmakers make plays, get after people, fly around and not be tentative and afraid to make mistakes."

DJ fired for prank
PHOENIX (AP) - The disc
jockey who made an on-air prank
call to the widow of St. Louis
Cardinals pitcher Darryl Kile was
fired, the radio station announced
Monday.
KUPD-FM morning radio personality Beau Duran called Flynn

SportsBriefs
The Murray Tiger Basketball Little
League will hold sign-ups for boys and
girls in grade PI through sixth grade
beginning Sunday from 1-3 p.m. at
the Murray High School gym.
Additional sign-up dates are Oct.
19 from 9 a.m to noon and Oct. 20
from 1-3 p.m The entry fee is $35
per child.
More information will be available
at sign-ups are by calling Jennifer Taylor at 759-4545.

Kile at her hotel and asked if she
had a date to Thursday's playoff
game.
The stunt outraged St. Louis Cardinals manager Tony La Russa
and prompted an apology from
the Arizona Diamondbacks.
KUPD suspended Duran last
week, but in a written statement
Monday, general manager Chuck
Artigue said Duran was fired.
In a statement released by the
station, Duran said, "I am truly
sorry for having offended Mrs.
Kile and the Cardinals organization."
• Kile, a starter, died from blocked
coronary arteries in June while in
Chicago for a game.

Murray State University athletics wiii
host its annual Homecoming Golf Tournament Friday at Miller Memorial Golf
Course
Tee times for the four-person scramble, sponsored in part by BB&T Bank,
are scheduled from 8-10 a.m. and 12:302:30 p.m The $60 entry fee includes
lunch, green and cart fees and a Racer
Athletics golf shirt.
All proceeds will benefit the RACER
Foundation For more information or
to reserve a tee time, call 762-6800
Signups for the Calloway County
Girls' Basketball Little League will conclude Saturday from 9-11 a m at Jeffrey Gymnasium. An additional registration dates for girls in grades 3-6 is
scheduled for 0c1.12. The entry fee is
$40 per player or $75 for siblings.
Applications are available at aft area
schools. For more information, call
Scott Sivills at 762-7374 ext 210

CHAMPAIGN,Ill.(AP)-Brett
Favre can improvise with the best
quarterbacks in NFL history. Sometimes, it seems, he draws up plays
in the dirt and then makes them
work.
Durable? That, too. He's started 162 straight regular-season
games and endured his share of
hits for the Green Bay Packers.
And give him too much time
to throw and scope out the defense,
as the Chicago Bears did Monday night, and he'll find an open
receiver and pile up the yards and
points.
"In all the success I've had, I
never imagined any of it. I always
wanted the opportunity to play
and I got that," Favre said after
throwing three touchdown passes
and surpassing 40,000 yards passing as the Packers beat the Bears
34-21.
"To have accomplished what I
have takes a lot of luck and determination and competitiveness,"
Favre said. "But as far as playing like this for this long. I never
dreamed any of this.Needing just 262 yards coming in to reach 40,000 yards, Favre
got there by halftime. He threw
an 85-yard TD pass to Donald
Driver in the first quarter - the
longest play from scrimmage in
the NFL this season - and the
Packers (4-1) took a 24-14 halftime lead.
"I would never in a million
years think we'd have a first guar-

ter like we did today, but you
never know in this league. This
one ranks near the top," Favre
said. "You have (287) yards at
halftime and three touchdowns,
something is working."
Whatever Favre does against
the Bears, it works. He's 17-4
against Chicago and won nine
straight on the road.
"He gets rid of the ball so
quick, it's hard to get any kind
of good read on him," said Chicago defensive back R.W. McQuarterS.
On the first play of Green Bay's
second series, Favre rolled to his
left, motioned with his hand and
then heaved the ball to a streaking Driver behind Mike Green and
McQuarters for a 7-0 lead.

Tom Roberts/AP Pi
ROLLING THUNDER .. Green Bay Packer runnin
g ba
Ahman Green (30) heads downfield for a gain agains
t
Chicago Bears during the first quarter of Monday
's ga,
at Memorial Stadium in Champaign. III.

State Football Pons
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- The top teams
in the Kentucky Associated Press high
school football polls. with first-place votes,
records, total points and previous rankings:
Class 4A
1 Lou. Trinity (13)
7-0
130
1
2 Louisville Male
7-0
114
2
3 Louisville PRP
7-0
98
3
4 Henderson Co
7-0
82
5
5 Lou. Si.. Xavier
6-1
80
4
6 Dixie Heights
5-1
59
6
7 Scott County
6-0
54
7
8 Lou duPont Manual 5-2
28
9
9 Louisville Eastern
5-1
22 10
10 Conner
5-1
19
8
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES. Louisville
Ballard 8. Lexington Henry Clay 3, Madison Central 3. Graves County 3, Christian County 3. Daviess County 3. Lexington Lafayette 3. Meade County 2, Lexington Paul Dunbar 2
Class 3A
1 Lex Catholic (11) 5-1
128
1
2 Rockcastle County 5-1
103
2
3 Warren Central (2) 5-1
95
3
4. Boyle County
4-2
74
2
5. Bullttt East
6-0
59
9
6 Paducah Tilghman 4-2
47
6
7. Lawrence County
5-1
46
10
8. Highlands
4-3
36
7
9. Hoplionsville
4-2
26
8
10. West Jessamine
5-2
25
5
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES • Hopkins
County Central 18, Ashland Blazer 18,
East Jessamine 14, Bell County 10.
Louisville Fairdale 7, Allen CountyScottsville 6, Calloway County 3 Bowling Green 1
Class 2A
1 Breathitt County (6) 6-0
122
1
2. Larue County (6)
6-0
120
2
3 O'boro Cain (1)
6-0
106
3
4 Mason County
6-1
71
4
5 Webster County
6-0
56
10
6 Russell
4-2
47
5
7. Belfry
5-1
42
7
8 Glasgow
5-1
36
9
9. Trigg County
6-1
29 10
10 Lloyd Memorial
5-2
24
8
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES. Monroe
County 16, Russell County 12, Madison
Southern 12. Prestonsburg 8, Whitesburg
6. Fort Campbell 4, Caldwell County 4
(13)Class A
1 Mayfield
5-0
130
1
2 Danville
4-2
106
2
3 Newport CC
5-1
97
3
4. Lou. Holy Cross
6-0
91
4
5. Cumberland
6-0
75
5
6. Beechwood
4-2
49
6
7. Green County
5-1
39
7
8. Pikeville
4-2
22
9
9 Ballard Memorial
5-2
20 10
10. Murray
4-2
16
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES: Metcalfe
County 13, Middlesboro 11, Raceland 8.
Frankfort 7, Fairview 7, Raceiand 7. Bellevue 5. Everts 4, Williamsburg 2, Crittenden County 2. Louisville Christian 4cademy 2, Paintsville 1
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SUMMIT CD
When you invest in a

MONDAY NIGHT SPECIALS
7:00

Nertlaye

, you

get a Higher rate of interest every 12 months the money is invested.
This new 4-year CD begins at 3% interest and climbs to a peak of6%
in the final year. Plus, you can withdraw your investment at any annual
anniversary without penalty. • So why settle for anything less than the
best rate you can achieve? Reach the summit on your rate of return.
Move your money into this innovative new c5tantnti CD from
Heritage Bank. • Also, don't forget to ask about the bonus interest
rate for existing or newly established checking account customers.
YEAR 1

The Calloway County High School
football team will host a football alumni golf scramble Oct. 19 at Miller
Memorial Golf Course. The tournament
will begin at 8.30 a.m.
The entry fee is $40 per player.
For more information, call Todd ConIn at 753-2315

YEAR 2

0 4%

YEAR 3
5%

p.m.-?

BUCKETS OF BEER
PIZZA BY THE SLICE
Owe our ZARso's foR Swauty foorsAu SPerefous/
13 Miles South of Murray on Hwy. 121
near Paris Landing' 731-232-8323

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
w411mwrOw
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Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
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sudi gawk
•
11111

(*On most cars & trucks - house

oil only)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires

HERITAGE
YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW.
608 MAIN STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY • 270-753-7921

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606
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FDIC

EQUAL
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Learning
Tuesday, October 8, 2002

Purchase P-16
Council holds
kickoff event
PADUCAH, Ky. — When
Kentuckians think of education,
they often think in terms of a category such as preschool, kindergarten, middle school, high school
or college.
That approach used to be sufficient, but not
any more, said
Dr. Dianne M.
Bazell, senior
associate of academic affairs for
Kentucky
the
on
Council
Postsecondary
Education.
isn't
"This
father's
our
economy,"
Bazell said last
at
Monday
Paducah
Community
"It's
College.
vitally important
that we all think
P-16 (preschool
through postsecondary education) and develop
King
seamless
one
education and economic system."
Bazell was among several educators, administrators and community
leaders who gathered at the college
to officially kickoff the formation of
the Purchase P-16 Council and discuss the council's plan to conduct an
assessment of local education and
workforce need
Kentucky has joined a growing
number of states across the nation
establishing P-16 councils. The goal
of these councils are to make connections between all stages of education, beginning with preschool(P)
continuing through four years of
college (16).
"Right now we have breaks in the
system and we need to bridge those
gaps with a single, seamless educational system, " Bazell said. "We
don't want students falling through
the gaps."
Bazell said the Council on
Postsecondary Education has provided seed funding for the establishment of twelve local P-16 Councils
across the state.

Going in
the 'write'
direction

Photo provided

WRITE ON! ... Pictured are
winners of the 2002 Kentucky
Council of Teachers of English
Writing
Arts
Language
from
students
Five
Contest.
North Calloway Elementary
placed in the contest. From
The Purchase council was creat- left to right are Teacher, Sarah
ed in November 2001.
Oliver; 1st place short story,
The members of the Purchase P- Jennifer Williams; 3rd place
16 Council are Sheila SmithPaige Paschall;
Anderson,consultant with The short story,
writing,
persuasive
place
1st
and
Collaborative for Teaching
Learning; Jayne Crisp, executive Haley Dodd; and 2nd place
director of the West Kentucky persuasive writing and short
Educational Cooperative; Dr. Steve story, Jay Green. The winFreeman, West Kentucky,Technical
will be published
College Interim Director; Tim ning pieces
Heller, McCracken County Schools in the Fall issue of the
Superintendent; Don Howerton, Kentucky English Bulletin.
Kentucky Department for Adult
Education; Dr. Robert Imhoff, MidContinent College President; Steve
Jimenez, Mayfield/Graves County
Habitat for Humanity resource coordinator; David Mast, Congressman
Ed Whitfield field representative;
Melissa Morgan, Greater Paducah
Economic Development Council
Director of Business Development;
Johnny Ross, Noveon plant manager; Chuck Simpson, Paducah Area
Chamber of Commerce representative; Brian Van Horn, Murray State
University Center for - Continuing
Education Assistant Dean and Dr.
Paducah
Veazey,
Barbara
Community College President.
Dr. Cheryl King, Kentucky
Commissioner for the Department
of Adult Education and Literacy,
said improving how student's journey through Kentucky's educational
arenas can have a substantial impact
on economic development and the
state's workforce.
King said one out of four
Kentuckians over the age of 25 do
a
not have a high school diploma
fact that can mean many adverse
ramifications on Kentucky's economy.
Gov. Paul Patton and the
Kentucky Council on.Postsecondary
Education launched a statewide initiative known as "Go Higher" that
challenges Kentuckians to upgrade
their education and job skills.
The Paducah/McCracken County
community is among nine communities named as test models to
receive intense marketing and program support to raise the education
level of its residents.
The Council 's initial needs
assessment report is expected to be
completed by February.

Photo provided
STUDENT OF THE WEEK ... Kevin Johnson, a Calloway
County High senior, was selected as Student of the Week
by Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors and WNBS 1340 AM.
The son of Danny and Wanda Johnson of Almo. Ky., he is
involved with Beta Club, Academic Team, TSA Club,
Foreign Language Club, his church youth group and softball league. He is shown with CCHS teacher Kathy Jo
Stubblefield and Will Robey, a representative from
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.

Special to the Ledger

North
graders at
Fourth
Calloway County Elementary are
studying forest animals in science,
drawing them in art, and writing
about them in their state-of-the-art
writing lab.
It's part of their Title 1 writing
lab to give the students added assistance in writing.
Whether it's working on good
sentence structure or personal narratives, every student gets help with
their writing.
Sherri Gibson, the writing lab
instructor says she noticed a big difference in the kids since the program began.
"They come to me already
knowing how to brainstorm and to
group thoughts together in paragraphs," Gibson said. "Considering
Photo provided
what it was like our first year in
GIVING
THE
here, it's a big change. You can
SPIRIT
really tell a difference.
Calloway County
However, North isn't the only
School school in Calloway County offering
Middle
students display the extra help in writing. Across the
their donation to district every school is putting extra
the Community emphasis on writing, and it shows.
At Southwest Elementary, prinFair.
Resource
Janet Johnson says their whole
cipal
Close to 60 stucomprehensive improvement plan
donated
dents
focuses on writing.
746 books and a
Teachers work in the classroom
dozen bags of on open-response questions, teachclothes for this ing the kids what words like "evaluweekend's ate" mean in a question, and giving
and them the one-on-one instruction
Clothing
they need to produce quality portfoExchange
Book
lios.
National
at the
"At the elementary school we
Armory:
Guard
have to lay that foundation to be
successful," Johnson said. "You
may know everything there is to
know about science, but if you can't
write it on an assessment no one
will know. Reading and writing
skills are a must for everything you
do in life."
Apparently the extra emphasis in
the district is paying off, too. In the
past four years, the average writing
score for all schools combined has
increased every year. In those four
years, scores have jumped 36 percent.
Possibly the most noticeable difference is at Calloway County High
School. Between the 2000 and
2001 school year, scores jumped
29-percent. Principal Yvette Pyle
believes the improvement occurred
when all faculty members learned
how to score portfolios.
"They then had the skills necessary to help the students prepare
better documents and help them
write better pieces," Pyle said.
Pyle says every class works on,
portfolio entries throughout the
year. Now, she says, the teachers
know how to score them and what
the state expects out of the students,
so they can offer more help to the
students.
"It's something we've had a
major emphasis on for a long time,
and it's finally starting to pay off,"
Pyle said.
Calloway County Superintendent Dr. Larry Salmon says he's
proud to see the consistent improvement in writing scores across the
Ledger & Times photo district.
"I'm very pleased," Dr. Salmon
FIRE SAFETY ... Murray Firefighters Jeremy Matheny, left, and Ricky Walls take time to discuss
"But, there's still room for
said.
fire safety, the equipment they use and other aspects of being a firefighter to participants of the improvement. Now, we have to
Murray-Calloway County YMCA's Good Times after-school program last week at North work on continuing to improve
Elementary.
every year."

sp,

UTUMN

aWRIVED!
Memory Mates
$800

12 Trading Cards

514"

Largest Selection ef Candles in Murray
Evan Scent - Pumpkin Spice, Banana Nut Bread, Pecan SE More!
Warm Glo - Evening Mocha,Snicker Doodle, Butter Rum,Country Spice &More'
‘+oloman Creek far Candles- Butterscotch. Spiced Pear, Hazelnut,Coffee & More'

Cfcrs FOR(VWOW FOR avy accastow

,1 Dont Let An Apple
A Day Keep My
Dad Away
An Annual Eye Health
Exam Is Important
For Everyone.

61

Call 759-2500
For Your
Appointment.

Available on Sunday games
Call 753-8809

RED BARN
CARDIN SHOPPI
"Mr Art44 Mall Ulmer Si pp 4 Minutes Front
Murray on 94 W.

;-)

0)1 _Y";_)"i IY_EicL.Lii
Mon.-Sat. 10-5, Sun. 1-5

• •

435-4770

r:1

Eyecare Specialties
l'or all your evecare weds call or. Kevin M. Adams

308 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY
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Classifieds
Marra, Ledger & Times lair Hum* Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

All real estate advertised herein is subject to thr
'1, using Act. whit* nukes it illegal tu adsenise
t
liltatiom Of discruninatioe based Of1 race, color
..iodicap, familial status or national origin tH intention io make
any such preferences limitations or discrimination

Advertisers are requested to check the test

nsertion 04 thew ads for any error Murray
Ledger& lures rall be responsible for only one
incorrect inserbon My error shcoid be report.

ed rrvnedwitery so carectrons can be made

Stale laws forbid discnmination in the sale. rental adsenrsing of
real estate based of factors in addition to those protected undo federal law

AD DEADLINES
Frl. 11 a.m.
Monday
Mon. 11 a.m
Tuesday
Mon. 5 p.m.
Wednesday
Wed. 11 a.m.
Thursday
Wed. 5 p.m.
Friday
Thur. 12 p.m.
Saturday

We will not knowingly accept any adsenising tor real[-Slate
is in siolancon of the law All persons are hereby 'Wormed
dwellings adsenised are asailable on an equal
opportunity. bash

which

r all

For further assistance with For Housing Adsenisim
nmuirements, contact NAA Counsel Rene P Milani
0031 688-1000

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Al3S
$7.2S Column Inch, 60'i Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
oAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Perii.d
$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide,
LINE Al)ti
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
t2.60 extra for Shopper iSon. Clasatheds go into Shopping Guidei MAO extra for blind box ads

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Help Wanted

Notice

Notice

1 mile S. of Hazel
13395 Hwy.641 S.
Puryear,TN 38251
Hours:
M-F 8:30-5:00
Sat. 9:30-4:30

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

060

060

020

020
Notice

Help Wanted

FULL TIME WAREHOUSE
UTILITY POSITION
Competitive Wage & Benefits
Send Resume to:
P.O. Box 1524, Murray, KY 42071

2B9, 10 minutes from NICE 2 bedroom, 1 1/2
town C/H/A, newly remod- Bath, appliances, low utiliteled. Large wooden lot ies.$450.00 month. 753with creek. No pets. $325. 2225 Day. 759-1509 Night.
per month, 1 year lease,
deposit required. Call before 9pm. 489-2534
Houses For Rent
2 Bedroom, No pets 7539866

Duties to include:

FALL SALE

20%

Picking & Processing Orders for Shipment
Receiving Products & Unloading Trucks
Moving & Maintaining Inventory

Requirements:
Valid Driver's License
Forklift Experience
Light to Moderate Lifting
CompLiter Skills w/Windows base programs
Good Communication Skills
Experience w/UPS Online Worldship a plus.

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
NICE quiet mobile home
lot. Ready with trees, garage, septic and well. Two
miles north or Murray. Call
759-1204 after 8:30 Evens

OFF Regular Prue
PRIMERICA J
A member of citiqroup

M.NANCE & ASSOCIATES

(Except Outlet Dept. - Already Drastically Reduced)
*Hardwood
*Laminate
'Ceramic Tile

We are an international company expanding in
..iestern Kentucky. SCREENING INTERVIEWS are now
being scheduled. Interested persons should call
Michael Nance M (270) 527-4515

To build with a leading company
Full-Time or Part-Time

060
Slash Manufacturing Costs!
Outsource some or all of your production.
FM Electronics, A West Kentucky Engineering
and Manufacturing consulting company can
handle it all. We have operations in Hong
Kong, China, Mexico and in the United States.
We specialize in the following processes:
Plastics:
Injection, Blow and Vacuum Molding. Huge
savings on Mold costs and piece parts.
Electronics:
Small motors, fans, cable/harness assembly.
PC Boards: Board layout, design, and turn-key
assembly.
We will work directly from your prints and also
offer complete design, packaging, assembly,
testing and shipping service.
Let us quote your part requirements today. You
have nothing to lose and Thousands to save.
Call us today for your free consultation at
270-753-3985
or email us at fm@consultant.com

Waws ham Mums
SELLING AT 3 LOCATIONS!
•Corner of South 12th & Glendale
'Between Lowe's & Wal-Mart
behind Brandon Auto World
•Wallis Farm on Butterworth Rd.
near Stella off Hwy. 121 North

1-270-489-2462
050
Lost and Found

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Help Wanted

IMMEDIATE OPENING,
FULL-TIME POSITION,
Production worker to operate commercial mail processing equipment. Must
have mechanical aptitude
to .perform minor repair
and maintenance. Driving
and lifting required. Basic
computer skills helpful.
Willingness to work hard a
must. Health insurance,
paid vacation and profit
sharing available. Apply in
person at Automated Di
rect Mail, 87 Spruce St.,
Suite B, Murray, KY.

ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
Mon. & Wed.
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Thu rs.
10 a.m. - 12 p.m
& 2-4 p.m.
Light Industrial.
Apply in person at
People Lease
St.. Murray
The Village Office
Complex

060
Help Wanted
FREE DISH.
FREE INSTALLATION.
522.99 per month.
800-555-6002.
Technology Group,
Paducah.
Restrictions apply.

ELECTRICIANS.
Electrical Contractor seeking experienced electricians to do work in Murray.
Immediate opening for
qualified individual. Call
(270) 753-4845 for further
Wildlife
Hunters Paradise
information and possible
Refuge 300 Acres, groups interview.
welcome 270-489-2116 If
no answer leave message
2 Open Positions - PartMUMS MUMS MUMS
time accountant and
Over 90 different varieties
Part-time Tech Support.
U-dig or potted
to
resume
Submit
Pumpkins, gords. straw
powerclaim.com or
eric
Wholesale-Retail
Hawkins Research Inc.,
Joe Bob's 1147 HWY 95,
1304 Chestnut Street,
Calvert City. KY
Suite E. Murray, KY
(270)395-5285 or
42071 270-753-7001
(270) 210-8870
050
Lost and Found
LOST Black Lab mix
female Reward
Call 753-43441

ONCOLOGY
practice
seeking registered nurse
With oncology experience
Benefits Send resume to
PO Box 630. Murray, Ky
42071

150

100
Business
Opportunity

Articles
For Sale

MANAGERS needed to
work from home with
Christian based environmental company. Full-time
or Part-time Call free
1-866-870-2592

TUPPERWARE
Great gift ideas
for
Christmas.
Call 435-4377
M.J. Cooper.
Leave message.

120
Computers

SHOW- Animal assistant,
work with elephants, Horses, Dogs & Snakes, travel
100%. Call 813-205-3772..
090
Domestic & Childcare
DAYCARE in home Lots
of experience with children. Mother of two Excellent references. Day or
Night Occasional overnights. weekends. 7593052

WILL do house cleaning
753-1016
100
Business
Opportunity
GROWING
PIZZA FRANCHISE
For Sale
Owner Transferring
1-800-310-8848

1

E11 Appliances

COMPAQ 1 1, 40 HD
CDRW. DVD, Speakers
and Printer. $650 7595921
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
NURSERY attendant for
140
small church Sundays 9Want to Buy
12 am and some occasional special events
Please call 767-9796 or
ANTIQUES
753-6908
Old toys. advertising
items, antique furniture
RUDY'S Restaurant now
and primitives.
taking applications for exWe buy 1 or all!
perienced grill cook & exCall 753-3633 ask
perienced waitresses
for Larry.

1406 E. N., 12th
FOUND Female white Lab
approx 1 year old
Call 753-6749

small country
CUTEhome 1 bedroom $290i
month plus security 4742520

CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods.
519S. 12th, Murray.
heaters, air
ELECTRIC
conditioners, used carpeting, refrigerators and
stoves 753-4109

MAYTAG Washer and
General Electric Dryer
492-8214
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
LIGHT oak Aspen enter
tainment center for large
screen television. Excellent condition. $200. Call
759-3622
190
Farm Equipment
1440 IH Combine with
electric hydraulics, rear
wheel assist and 17 ft.
grain table. 753-4741
(Day) 437-4748 (Night).

150

D-8 Cat Dozer, like new,
80% under carriage, very
good shape $19,500.00.
500 Gallon propane tank, (270) 860-1311
new regulator. 30% full, 1
270
year old, 5500.00. Gas
Mobile Homes For Sale
floor furnace $75.00. 7535693.
14X70 1993 Buccaneer 2
8000 Watt North Star Gen- bedroom, 2 bath, Central
mint H/A spilt design. Bedroom
erator.
Call & Bath at each end. Stove
condition S900 00
& Refrigerator Storage
(270) 519-0556
building_ Set up and UnDISH NETWORK
derpinned. Located at
free
system,
Free Satellite
Coach Estates. Lot rent
installation 50 channels
$95 per month. Available
plus 8 channels of HBO
Nov. 1st. $11,500. 753only $36 98 per month
or 753,4129
4199
Before getting a satellite
system, check out our
1993 Buccaneer 16x80 3
service department Come
2 baths, newly
bedroom
by Beasley's at 400 N 4th
$16,300 00
remodeled
Street or call 759-0901 to
759-4599
installation
schedule your
Fleet wood
FOR sale Ashley wood VERY nice 91
bedroom. 1 bath,
burning fireplace insert 14x64 2
split plan. cathedral ceil753-5456
ings. C/H/A. under pendGOOD USED
ing and decks included.
BUILDING MATERIAL
Call 753$11,800 00
size
to
1/4 plate glass cut
2905
For store front windows
280
All types of materials
Mobile Homes For Rent
.King water bed. Ect
Anytime 436-6400
Articles
For Sale

STRAW for sale
$2 00 bale
759-4718 Night
753-4582 Day

SOUTH Hazel, 3br, 2 bath
$400 per month plus deposit, lease, references
492-8526

Au.SIZE UNIP,
AVAILABLE

753-3853

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
FOR RENT

2 bedroom apartments.

5.000 sq ft with 3
offices. 2 bathrooms
located at
90 Spruce Street
(off Industrial Rd.)

(270)437-4113
TDI? #1-800-545-1833
ext. 287

GREAT Investment, Earn
15% or more on a $10,000
investment Buy our 2BR
TRIPLEX 753-7207

commerical prop. for rent

Fully carpeted, lots of closet space.
24 hour maintenance. playground. You ma
apply at the rental office in Hardin. KY.

Immediate opportunities in Sales Management
Qualify to open your own Regional Office
WE OFFER THE OPPORTUNITY
To be you own boss, To grow with a leading company

20FT x 50 FT storage
building located off North
4th Street behind Beasley
Antenna and Satellite Call
759-0901

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

4BR house Lease and deposit required 753-4109

is now taking applications for
1 &

Real Estate

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

2&3 Bedroom houses for
rent Coleman RE 7594118

320
Apartments For Rent

Storage Rentals

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

2 bedroom, 8 miles north.
$325.00 plus deposit. 7538582.

HILLDALE APARTMENTS

Store Wide - (In-Stock)
*Carpet
*Furniture *Lamps
*Pad
*Fabric
*Pictures
•Area Rugs *Vinyl
*Mirrors

Apartments For Rent

ttrol",r!

4.61.04e

VISA

Call 753-5976 or

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth'
HUNTING land. 28+ acres
in Southeast Calloway
County near Kentucky
lake. $600.00 per acre
Owner/Agent (270) 7538251 or (2701559-3272.
1:12 Acreage
[
TRACK No. 11. 20 acres
Great Deer and Turkey
hunting, has been set in
Pine in almost 22 years at
today's market it would
bring $40,000.00. Great investment $14.000.00. Call
(270) 860-1311 or (731)
584-1177.
TRACK NO. 12 11.299
Acres building site ready.
has lots of timber for hunting. Has 40 foot easement
to boat ramp KY lake.
Could be a great place for
area
Hamlin
horses
$19,500.00 Call (270)
860- 1311 or (731) 5841177.

D&D Reptals
436-5862
TRACK No. 9-10 Attn:
.631 North 4th St.- SpaHunters Paradise for Deer
cious, 2 bedroom, gas,
$425.00.
hunters & Turkey. 52.594
has been set in Pine
acres
•605 Sycamore-Nice 3
Supplies
Pets &
bt Weyerhauser three
bedroom, gas. $550.00.
years ago. Great invest•1609 Farmer. Duplex.
near MSU, 2 bedroom, BLACK-LAB Border Collie ment in 22 years this pine
mix. 8 weeks old. 753- at today's market would
1 Bedroom apartment, fur- $385.00.
6619
Available.
Dryer
bring $100,000.00 It can
ex&
lake,
Washer
nished, near KY
divided into two tracts.
be
tra clean. 436-6105 leave 753-0919 or 1-800-589DOG Obedience
23.402 acres the other 29,
7956.
message.
Master Trainer
192 acres has a well on
1 OR 2br apts. near down- HOUSE for rent in town
436-2858
tract, beautiful buildeach
town Murray starting at 3BR. $375.00+deposit, no
Both tracts
ing sites
5200/mo. 753-4109.
pets. 753-5109.
Livestock & Supplies
$34,500.00. Call phone
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
(270) 860-1311 or (731)
HOUSE in Country 2 BedApply at Mur-Cal Apts.
room, C/H/A 5475.00' 2 ponies, ride & drive to 584-1177.
902 Northwood Dr
room for horses. 759- buggy Call for information.
Monday,
TRACK NO. 13 10.699
0997.
498-8639.
Wednesday. Friday.
Acres. Has lots of timber
Phone 759-4984
430
building site, 40 ft ease•LARGE 2 bedroom, newly
Equal Housing
Real Estate
boat dock.
ment to
remodeled, 1604 Miller,
Opportunity
$14,500.00. Call (270)
lease +deposit.
TDD #1-800-648-6056
.1 bedroom apartment par- INVESTMENT Property. 860-1311 or (731) 5841-2, 3br apts furnished. tially furnished. 1606 Mill- Houses, Apartments. and 1177.
near MSU 753-1252 or er. 753-0932 or 519-2699. Duplexes 753-4109
753-0606
MSU Walk to campus.
460
460
1BR apt available, all ap2 Bedroom. 436-5085 or
Homes For Sale
Homes For Sale
pliances furnished Mur559-5943.
("Al Realty 753-4444
SPACIOUS 3BR, 2Bath.
1BR Apt $225
Ranch, hard"Mid-century"
DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
okay
pets
Small
wood floors, near universiColeman RE
Our Offer to You is Great Rates with Maximum Flexibility
ty. $750.00 month + de759-4118
posit: 1625 College Farm
*Competitive fixed and adjustable interest rates
2 Bedroom Brick duplex,
road.(270) 842-5312.
•Multiple no money down programs
City school district, family
•No income/no asset verification
neighborhood
oriented
4146;
programs priced at conventional rates
pets with additional depos753-8854.
it. $375.00.
MAKE THINGS EASIER ON YOURSELF CALL OR STOP IN AND ONE
2 Bedroom Duplex, C/H/A.
OF OUR FRIENDLY LOAN ORIGINATORS WILL DO THE REST
quiet neighborhood, pets
deposit.
additional
with
$400.00 per month. 559Germ' Puckett • Darren 4. form •Jacquelvn Nation •Pat). Butler
8410.
753-7407 - Ill N. 12th St. Suite B
2BR duplex, stove and refrigerator. $300. month,
$300 deposit. 1517 1/2
Henry St. Call 435-4125
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

Check
on the
Web!

Global Mortgage Link

HONOR A

2BR Duplexes in Murray,
furnished,
appliances
$350.00 month. 759-4406
2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 BR, Apt C/H/A. Newly
redecorated Located on
campus, $400 00 month (2
people) $435 00 month (3
people) includes water,
sewage and trash 4354632 or 559-8510
4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
APARTMENTS for rent
437-4113
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $325/ month. Call
753-1970. Leave Message. Equal Housing Opportunity.
LARGE Duplex 3br. 2
bath. den & livingroom, appliances. 1 car garage
Available not. Lease, no
pets $650 plus deposit
489-2195

VETERAN
Today more than ever, we appreciate the courage and dedication
shown by our men and women in uniform This Veterans Day
honor a veteran with a special message in our newspaper

TSGT J.B. Burkeen
Thank vou for the time you
served our country. We love
you and are proud of you.
Your family

$10.00 Per Veteran
Name, Picture & 20 Word Message'

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES WILL
BE NOVEMBER 6 AT 5 P.M.

Murray Ledger & Times - Veterans
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
For more information contact
Tammy Stom or fill Stephens at 753-1916.
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Public Auction
ABSOLUTE
LANE/13AUCTION

5

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2002• 10:00 A.M.
LOCATION: Mitchell Story Riiid in Murray, K1
From Murray, KY take 94 West 3.7 miles to Hwy. 783 south turn left, proceed 3.4 miles to Hwy. 1828 West, turn right then 1.5 miles to property on
Mitchell Story Road...From Hwy. 641 South at Midway take 1828 W. 5.2
miles to propeny...From Crossland take 893 North 3.5 miles to Hwy. 1828
West then left 1.5 Miles to Mitchell Story Road. Signs posted! Near
Murray-Crossland-Harris Grove, KY & Paris, TN.
AUCTION WILL BE HELD ON MITCHELL STORY ROAD.
ATTENTION: INVESTORS, FARMERS, DEVELOPERS, LAND
BUYERS.

OUTSTANDING CALLOWAY COUNTY
MINITRACTS
TWO ROAD FRONTAGE. MITCHELL STORY RD AND GARGUS LANE

139.46 ACRES
IN X TRACTS AND COMBINATIONS
REAL ESTATE: Tract I * 14.95 Acres, Tract 2 * 9.54 Acres, Tract 3 * 9.55
Acres. Tract 4 * 9.56 Acres, Tract 5 * 14.30 Acres, Tract 6 * II Acres and
Barn, Tract 7 * 0.81 Acres with tobacco barn, Tract 8 * 69.74 Acres of
remarkable highly tillable bottom ground. Calloway County Farm Service
Agency Farm #5817, Tract #1861
Tracts 1-5' are located on Mitchell Story Road with beautiful building sites. paved road, and productive farmland Tracts 6-8" are located on Gargus Lane Just oft Hub.Erwin Roal, these tracts
offer highly tillable farmland, timber/woods, and tobacco hams. This is an excellent opportunity to
put your money to work with over 90 acres of tillable farmland under management of GPS Farm
Technology land the wise investment_

HIGHLY PRODUCTIVE FARMLAND - BUILDING TRACTS TIMBER/WOODS LAND

BUY ANY TRACT, COMBINATION, OR ENTIRE PROPERTY

AUCTION HELD ON MITCHELL STORY ROAD.

Visit our website: www.harrisauctions.com

HARRIS
Real Estate & Auction
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

(800)
380-4318

DALE RAY HARRIS, BROKER/AUCTIONEER
C1,1-3

460

Homes For Sale

Homes For Sale

470
Motorcycles & ATV's

3 Bedroom/2 Path 1600 MUST SELL Nice 3BR,
2002 Yamaha Bear Tracksq ft. on 2 wooded acres, 2Ba. Brick, C/H/A, 1709
er 250, like new, ridden 4
quiet setting. North of Mur- Calloway 753-6397.
times, Red. need to sell
ray, 10x20 Front Porch,
$3.500.00. Call 759-2427.
12x12 deck. 753-4690.
REDUCED
Leave Message
FOR Sale 2001 Yamaha
to $103,900.00, 3 bedBig Bear 400 4x4 Like
3BR, 1 bath brick home. room, 2 bath. 2 car garage new. Call 753-2400 before
Large Family room, decontemporary home in
5 p.m. 759-9982 after 6
tached carport. 1204 Mel
developing subdivision
p.m.
rose, shown by Appt. 753close to Country Club.
! YAM Virago 250 cc. Red,
5892
753-2135.
4,700 miles. Top condi3BR, 2 bath brick home,
470
tion., w.bags. Excellent
excellent condition. 1710
starter bike or for female
Motorcycles & ATV's
Plainview.759-9329
rider. $1,800.00. John.
753-0509.
BEAUTIFUL
remodeled 2001 Yamaha Raptor, ex
3br, 2 bath, garage, stor- cellent condition. $4,500..
485
age bldg., newly landscap- OBO. 767-0731
Sport Utility Vehicles
ed. I mile from Murray 435
1992
Kawasaki.
Model
ZX
Meadow Green Acres
Subdivision with country 600C, less than 4,000 1991 Jimmy S-15 V.6
miles. $800.00 OBO. 753- wheels & Tires. $4,000
aire. Call 759-4732.
8848 before 9:00 p.m.
OBO. 753-5076
HOUSE for sale
2001 Raptor, Blue & 1998 Jeep Grand Chero1888 Highland Road
White, bought in 2002. kee, special edition 5.9
Call 474-2708
Plastic is scratched, would Limited. 49,xxx miles, exHOUSE in Country C/H/A, consider trade for 4x4 cellent condition, fully
wood floors, 2BR, large ATV. After 3:00 753-6150 loaded. S15,500. OBO.
767-0731
lot. $57,000.759-0997.
or 437-4396.

1994 Sea Breeze Motor
Home 33 ft., 41K miles,
condition
excellent
$33,500.00 Phone (270)
7 • 1812.

1990 Acura 61,xxx miles
$2,300 OBO 753-2009
1990 Cadillac Sedan De
Ville, loaded, excellent
condition Call 489-2668
1990 Chevy Lumina, cold
air, runs good, high mileage. 1991 Chevy Lumina
parts car, both $1,700.00
Call 761-1053 or 2107924
1995 Olds Aurora, all
all
power
leather,

$5,950.00.(270) 2103788

T\6

WE
DELIVER!
•DIVORCE
The Oripinai

1-800CAR-LOAN

1999 21' All 3/16 thick aluminum Semi V Boat &
duty.
Heavy
trailer,
$5,000 00 Call (270) 5190556

hauling
affordable
A
cleaning out garages, at
tics, gutters, junk. tree
work 436-5141

Siding, Painting, Decks.
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Oct. 9. 2002:
You might be baffled by all that happens
this year. Develop the ability to discern
frivolous upset from true problems. This
skill can make all the difference in how
you handle your life. Stick to your priorities when picking and choosing your
communication. You succeed beyond
your wildest imagination. Your vision
might not always be in sync with others'.
Learn to integrate many different ideas.
If you are single. you will meet someone
special through your friends. You will
have common interests and will delight
not only in each other's company. but
also in your friends' roles in your life
together. If attached. socialize more as a
couple. Learn to not take arguments to
bed. Swap ideas with SAGITTARIUS.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive.
3-Average; 2-So-so. 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
**** Pressure builds to a new level.
reflecting in your communication
Others hear what they want to hear, thus
frustrating you. You might decide that
tomorrow is another day. or explore more
effective ways of making your point.
Tonight. Hop on the Net. Read a good
book.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Others disclose much more of
what they think, however, you might
have a difficult time agreeing to what is
expected of you. If something doesn't
work, just let others know rather than
hemming and hawing Tonight Easy
does it
GEMINI(May 21 -June 2W
** Hold up a mirror. You, my dear
Twin. are out of sorts Even if others seek
you out. you might not he the most pleas-

ant person right now. A child or an intimate relationship has you sour or upset.
Learn better ways of handling your multifaceted life. Tonight: Don't push yourself.
CANCER (June 2I-July-22)
**** Fatigue could still be interfering with your performance at work.
Know when to pull back and call it a day.
Consider taking some time off, especially if you're feeling unusually drained.
You might need to establish limits at
home as well. Tonight: Close your door
and veg out.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You will need your ingenuity
during different points in the day. How
you present your case might make all the
difference. Recognize your limits with
another at a distance. This person simply
might not be prepared to hear what you
share. Tonight: Let off steam.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Reach out for more information
early in the day. You might not be
absolutely sure of where a boss is coming from, especially as he or she is withdrawn or most difficult. Don't become
insecure. Know that you have your stuff
together. Tonight: Race home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Check out, with a loved one, how
valid a premonition or dream might be.
Let go of worry. and don't make problems where there might not be any.
Misunderstandings seem to come with
the day. They don't follow you! Be open
to talking out problems. Tonight: At a
favorite spot.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Get an early start on your day.
You don't want to push someone away
from you, but clear your desk quickly.

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

Lamb Brother!

Services.

CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.
CONCRETE fininshing
Free estimates
sidewalks, driveways,
patios.
435-4619.

SUBSCRIBE
Questions about money mark your later
day. You can be sure that someone else
doesn't see a situation the same way you
do. Tonight: Indulge a loved one.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might want to gain a perspective of where others are coming
from. Certainly an associate is being
most difficult right now. He or she seems
bent on withholding information rather
than sharing. A boss makes matters more
confusing. Tonight: Do what makes you
happy.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Read Scorpio for a hint. You might
not be exactly sure what will work with a
loved one or a friend. Mixed messages
come from someone you care about. Step
back and let the day unravel. You don't
need to be part of everything. Tonight:
Get a good night's sleep.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might he down on a loved
one or child. Confusion surrounds your
goals and perhaps several friends.
Sorting through information, especially
with the facts you have been given,
might not be helpful. Relax with it all.
Tonight: Where the crowds are.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
*** No matter which way you turn,
you hit an obstacle. If you keep changing
your mind about what you want to do.
you will get nothing accomplished. Hop
over an obstacle. Clear out a problem.
Pressure builds on the home front.
Tonight: Say "yes."
BORN TODAY
Musician John Lennon (1940). singer
Jackson Browne (1948), director Jacques
Tati 11908)
CC.

www.murrayledgerscom
Your Internet Source for Local News

Cash, Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

HAMILTON

CONTRACTING

Granite - Marble - Fabrication

• Kitchen Counters• Fireplaces
•Tub Decks• Back Splashes • Showers

custom homes, additions
remodeling • custom wood work
ceramic tile • skylights
custom bathrooms • pressure washing
painting interior and exterior

753-8087
753-2041
Evening

Message

3301 St. Rt. 12.1 N.. Nlurra). KY

Many Quality References Available
CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD•CARPET

LOTS FOR SALE

uJ

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
C.) new flooring personally install for you?
•

0
0

270-437-4838

Visa & Mastercard Accepted

731-247-5422
FENCING
MIDWAY FENCE
COMPANY.
*Complete Line
*Free Estimates
*Insured
759-1519.
HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport atics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb

0
0
C)

Nu* KY

way.641-1.1/21161es South of gum? to Tom Taylor Road. Right t500yords. 1)

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
'Free Estimates.
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying
753-5827.
Mitchell Brothers

Paving Specializing in
*Asphalt paving
*Seal coating
*Striping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537.
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional.
435-4645.
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

Antique & Custom
furniture repairs.
Chairs tables.
cabinetry.
Will also build
custom pieces to
match existing or
custom build
Call Rich at
Creative Designs
(270)436-2805

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work,
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters. 7532592.

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve

Garrison to chair PADD
Board of Directors
Fulton County Judge/Executive
Harold Garrison was named chairman of the Purchase Area
Development District Board of
Directors for Fiscal Year 2003,
effective Aug. I. Garrison serves
on a number of committees at the
PADD, including the Purchase
Public
Service
Corporation
(PPSC), E-911 Board of Directors,
and, most recently, served as past
chairman of the Loan Review
Committee.
Murray Mayor Freed Curd was
named Vice-Chairman for the
PADD Board. Curd, a former state
representative, also serves as
Chairman for the Loan Review
Com-mittee and is a member the
PPSC.,
Clyde Elrod, long-time citizen
member of the PADD Board. rep-
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5CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • vINYL•HARDWOOD •CARPET

270 559-4986

Will Do Insurance Work

75
Years
3-7
Ex7
pe2
ne
8nceI
Over 34

•

11

437-4838 or

David's Home
Improvement

WE DO!

Visit Our Showroom Today
I
-e.
IA:
,CARPET& Ft# R COVERING
Tqn

Also top soil and gravel.

David Gallimore, Owner

Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging•Tilling,
(270)436-5277.

A Bigger Selection -A Better Price9
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

*Driveways
*Parking lots

BRANDON'S Outdoor

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Luke Lamb

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

white rock
436-2113

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

1-800-611-6854
;1-270-753-2555

Asphalt Sealcoating
Travis Asphalt Sealing

ROY HILL.

01 & #2 available in most colors

Wiggins Furniture

Moving Co.

AHART fit CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Phone (270) 767-0313
(270)527-7176

Asphalt SEALCOATING
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geunn
"The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
*References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guaranteed
*Fully Insured
*Free Estimates
270-759-1953.

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

David Borders

Starting at 512.500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

Septic system, gravel,

1994 White Chevrolet 4x4
with topper, 140,xxx miles,
57,000 435-4042

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways

ALTERATIONS
Machine Quilting
Window Treatment
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400

Used Trucks

1988 Chevrolet 4x4 Pickup. Looking for a good
truck at a good price? This
is it! High mileage but
looks & runs like new!
Very clean and well kept.
Ps,
Pb,
Ac.
First
$4,800.00. 753-1239

David's Cleaning
Services

Services Offered

24 Hour Hotline

1984 GMC 3 quarter ton
4x4, run great $2,800
OBO 767-0731

Your Horne Improvement Headquarters
"We Specialize in Cleaning"

A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING
Junk clean up, clean1997 White Grand-Am V6,
ing out sheds, gutters, tree
excellent condition. Call
after 4:00 p.m. or leave a work 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
message 767-0310.
Stump Removal
2001 Red Corvette,
492-8737,
absolutely brand new,
437-3044
7,000 miles, Black sport
Free F timates
leather seats, smokeglass
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
removeable top, heads up Decks, Home Additions,
display, fully loaded
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
$46,000 New. $38,900 Garages, Pole Barns, Met435-4632
al Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship.
96 Grand AM SE, V-6.
Licensed
76,xxx miles Loaded, one
753-7860 753-1194
owner, extra nice. Call
AFFORDABLE Mower re489-2525.
pair, tillers, go carts, etc.
97 Chevy Malibu 4 dr., Free pickup, delivery. 436light green, pwr windows & 2867
ALL Carpentry,
doors, AM/FM/Cassette,
Electrical.
63,xxx miles. new tires
and brakes pads. $6,250. New Const. Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
759-3612.
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows. Vinyl

.BANKRUPTCY
•SLOW CREDIT NS
.REPOSSESSIO

c_Pc_PLP
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02 Mercury Sable, red
17,xxx miles. Like new
Cheap 753-7785 or 5190322

NEED
CREDIT?

REFRESHMENTS SERVED 9:00 A.M.
COMPLIMENTS OF HARRIS AUCTION Co.

(270)
247-3253

Campers

11111 Used Cars
[

resents Ballard County. He was
elected Secretary for FY 2003.
Elrod has been the chairman for
the Workforce Investment Board
Committee for several years. He
will also be a committee member
for PPSC.
Outgoing
PADD
Board
Chairman
Danny
Orazine,
McCracken
County
Judge/Executive, serves as treasurer of the Board. Orazine was
Board chairman for two years. He
is also a member of the Loan
Review Committee and the PPSC.
The PADD Board of Directors
is made up of elected officials and
citizen members and represents the
eight Purchase Counties of
Calloway,
Carlisle,
Ballard,
Fulton,
Graves,
Hickman,
Marshall, and McCracken.

Please No Phone Calls

Fifteenth West Nile
death in Louisiana
BATON ROUGE, La.,(AP)A 15th Louisiana resident has died
of West Nile encephalitis, state
health officials said Monday.
The man was 70 years old, and
lived in the Baton Rouge area, said
Bob Johannessen,'spokesman for
the state Department of Health and
Hospitals.
He said the man had been hospitalized since summer with the
disease. The health department
learned of his death Monday.
Louisiana had six new cases
last week - the state's lowest
weekly total since the epidemic
began.
It has infected 293 people in the
state, but 178 of the cases - 60
percent- were of West Nile fever,
a mild disease.
As of Friday, the federal
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention reported 2,703 cases
and 146 deaths in 34 states.

Marching band championships return to Lexington
They've practiced all summer. Dawn to dusk, countless hours spent exercising and marching on blacktop in
sweltering heat.
With the opening of school came dress rehearsal ...
Friday night football games in front of the hometown
crowd are a great way to find out who remembers the
complicated steps and whether they match the complicated music.
Now it's time for the real thing... the 2002 KMEA
State Marching Band Championships, Oct.19 in
University of Kentucky Commonwealth Stadium.
Sixty-four bands, accompanied by an entourage of
hundreds of parents, fans, teachers and tractor trailer
trucks full of equipment, will come to Lexington from
across the state. Four bands will leave here having been
crowned the state's best in their respective divisions.
"These young people fill our city with music and
excitement," says Mayor Pam Miller. "I'd like to invite
everyone to come to Commonwealth Stadium for the

finals - it's a great evening of family fun."
UK Athletics Director Mitch Barnhart said the
University is pleased to co-host the competition.
This year's contest id the 17th the Kentucky Music
Educators Association has sponsored.
Semi- final competition will begin at 10 a.m. on
Oct. 19, with 64 bands competing at three Lexington
high schools and at UK: Lafayette (Class A); Henry.
Clay (Class 2A); Bryan Station (Class 3A); and UK
Commonwealth Stadium(Class 4A). Tickets for the
semi-finals are $8 and are available at the gate.
For the 16 bands that qualify, the finals will begin
at 6p.m. at Commonwealth. Class A bands will compete
first, followed by Class 2A, Class 3A, and. finally,
Class4A. KMEA bases class size on the number of
members in the bands.
Tickets for the finals are on sale now- call toll free
1-866-236-2263. Individual tickets are $13 each; $10
each for groups of 20 or more.
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: I have the same
problem as "Troubled Wife in Riverhead, N.Y." whose husband refuses
to attend work-related social functions with her because he doesn't
feel comfortable mingling.
My solution is to find a co-worker who might not have a "date"
either and go with him or her. I
have found that, especially with
people who have recently become
single and are tentative about facing social functions alone, it is a
welcomed invitation. Should anyone
ask why my husband is absent, I
simply say,"'Betty' and I decided to
make it a girls' night out" and leave
it at that.
SOLVED MY SOCIAL DILEMMA,
EASLEY,S.C.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Although I loved
my late husband dearly, and we were
marned more than 50 years, he was a
cruel man, suffered from depression
and drank too much. I protected our
children until they were grown. Now
my oldest son is showing similar
behavior. Could it be inherited?
DEAR READER: Many illnesses
have a genetic pattern. Mental disorders also do. And some experts
believe that the disease of alcoholism
is inherited.
I cannot comment on your son's
behavior; he really needs to see a doctor. However, depression and inappropriate behavior are usually worsened
by alcohol abuse. Therefore, your son
might begin to feel better if he were to
cut down (or cut out) his alcohol. He
may benefit tremendously if he were
prescribed an antidepressant medicine.
Regardless of whether his current
problem is inherited or not, treatment
is available.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My mother is
now in her late 70s and bemoans the
current emphasis on extensive medical testing and a pill for everything.
Until recently, she and her friends
had never paid attention to cholesterol, had a bone density exam or
seen a physician for a regular checkup. The most exercise they got in
their lives was climbing the basement
stairs with a full laundry basket or
walking a colicky baby at night. Is
Mom right that there is too much
attention to modern medical issues?
DEAR READER: I don't think so.
People of all ages seem to have taken
the new medical philosophy in stride.
Many folks eat more sensibly, watch
their blood pressures and cholesterol
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LOOKING BACK
10 years ago
Dixie Hopkins is now the
speech -language pathologist at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She is also the sponsor of the Parkinson's Support Group which meets
at the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. James Denton
Wynn will be married 50 years Oct.
14.
Births reported include a girl to
Marsha and Michael Allbritten, Oct.
2; a boy to Karan and Barry Henson, Oct. 4; a girl to Joanna and
Kevin Bailey. Oct. 6; a girl to Joyce
and David Ennis, Oct. 7.
20 years ago
The 69th session of Western Division of General Conference of
Free Will Baptist, Inc., is being held
at Mt. Horeb Free Will Baptist
Church. Murray, with Dr. Charles
R. Moody Sr. as host pastor.
Lynn Grove High School Class
of 1957 held its 25-year reunion at
Holiday Inn, Murray, with Steve
Paschall, class president, as master
of ceremonies.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Will Yahel, Sept. 19;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Harding and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy Dee Brannon, Sept. 26.
30 years ago
Pvt. Tommy H. Hooks, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bud H. Hooks, has
completed eight weeks of basic
training at Fort Jackson, S.C. He is
a 1972 graduate of Murray High
School.
The Murray State University
Choir of 70 voices, directed by
Prof. Robert K. Baar, will tour
Europe for 2 1/2 weeks this spring.

shoes to match are sufficient.
FEMALE PH.D.,
SAN PEDRO,CALIF.
DEAR FEMALE Ph.D: Now,
now! But you're right - in the
business climate of 2002, it's no
longer mandatory that a woman
be joined at the hip with her
spouse.

levels, use seatbelts, moderate their
alcohol intakes, disdain tobacco products, exercise regularly, and take better care of themselves than did adults
a generation or two ago. I view these
changes as positive. And, I believe,
people are living longer (and happier)
because of them. Am I worried about
the epidemic of obesity in school children? Yes. Do we have a way to go in
modifying our behavior and habits?
DEAR SOLVED: Way to go!
Absolutely. But I am convinced that
most intelligent adults welcome sug- An added bonus is that you
gestions from health professionals, if don't have to worry about
entertaining your companion,
those suggestions will improve the because he or she already
knows everyone. Read on:
length and quality of life.
Your mother grew up with a differDEAR ABBY: My husband and I
ent set of principles, which I won't
detail - except to say that the agreed a long time ago that there
depression and World War II had a would be things we would do solo in
tremendous impact on young people our married lives. We do not attend
in those days, when smoking was work functions together. It saves
acceptable, cholesterol was a dietary me from having to worry whether
staple, medicine was limited, and he is enjoying himself, and I can
women were discouraged from activi- fully enjoy conversations about
ties outside of child rearing and work or work-related topics without
housekeeping. Thus, the changes that feeling guilty that he's not involved,
your mother (and I) have seen are for bored or uncomfortable. My husthe best, but they certainly have not band is fun to be with. I am ever-sofully evolved as yet. Or maybe her proud to be with him - just not
position is reflected by the old adage: every minute.
SUE IN ALDEN, N.Y.
The only person who welcomes a
change is a baby with a wet diaper.
DEAR SUE: I'm pleased you
found a solution that works for
both of you. However, not everyCopyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn
one is as self-assured as you.
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DEAR ABBY: I'm a professor of
management at an Ohio liberal arts
college. For 15 years, I have given
students a writing assignment
that's virtually identical to the issue
raised by 'Troubled Wife." My purpose is to check for gender bias. I
give them all the same situation,
but for half the class the working
spouse is a woman, and for the
other half, it's a man.
When I started doing this, if the
working spouse was a man, about
60 percent of my students would
say the wife should be required to
attend. However, only 40 percent
would require a husband to attend
his wife's business social events.
Today the figure is closer to
50/50. My current business students appear to be indifferent to
whether it is a husband urging his
wife to attend or vice versa.
I see this as progress.
GLENN BLAIR, MEDENA,OHIO
DEAR GLENN:So do L
*5*

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
ken Buren, also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 89440,
Los Angeles, CA 90089.
*5*

***

DEAR ABBY: "Troubled Wife"
should leave her husband at home as
you advised. However, she should
recognize that he's sabotaging her
career. His refusal to attend company
parties is a not-so-subtle form of
abuse that may eventually make her
economically dependent on him.
North dealer.
Her husband's economic sabo- East-West vulnerable.
tage is a clue that she may need to
NORTH
be financially independent in the
•6
V 84
future. If I were her, I'd set aside a
•K Q J 1065
retirement and savings account of
•K J 107
my own.
WEST
EAST
She doesn't really need a hus+ 1082
4AKQ54
band as an accessory. A purse and
V J 10 96 2
V Q 73
•9 3
•8 4 2
+842
sts Q 5
SOUTH
J 973
'AK 5
•A 7
+A 963
The bidding:
North East
South West
1•
1
2+
Pass
3+
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead -two ofspades.

Janet Usrey, Alene Paschall,
Renee Sledd, Jimmy Burkeen,
Donna Heathcott. Lisa Rogers and
Sandra Stark are new officers of
Calloway County 4-H Teen Club.
40 years ago
Claudine White was recognized
as homecoming queen at Murray
High School Football game with the
Tigers winning 20 to 12 over Bowling Green Purple Flash. Attendants
to the queen were Janice Paschall
and Patsy Purdom. The MHS Band
with Eddie Grogan as drum major
performed.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Elias Williamson, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Lee, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry W. Windsor. a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Arnett and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dickinson.
Mrs. C.C. Lowry spoke on "Federation" at a meeting of the Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
50 years ago
Published is a picture of the 4-H
Group from Calloway County who
attended Corner Stone laying ceremonies at 4-H Camp at Dawson
Springs. The group included 15
youth and six adults.
Dr. William Nash, dean of Murray State College, spoke about
"What To Read" at a meeting of the
Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jack London and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hargrove. Sept. 27; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Burkeen. Sept. 28.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Nobody Plays Perfectly

Just South of the Border
Puryear, TN • 731-247-5794
,h

DB0, Burgers & Cold Beer

Mon.-Sat. 10:30 till Midnight
*Oilh
Wednesday is College Day - Pitchers $2.50
Sunday 1 - ? Nascar & Football
hikka.,
Shuffle Board Tourneys Saturday at 1:00
Pool Tourneys Sundays at 1:00
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INSPECTOQ IS
SuPPOSED TO
COME IN
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WHERE AM I
SUPPOSED TO FIND
AN HOUR A DAY
TO EXERCISE??

C 10(1? by byyg loat,. SY

r

71717 T.TirTr-

bOsi'T DO IT ALL AT ONCE)
BREAK IT INTO CHUNKS.
(
ICHUNKS)

DIVIDE THE DA,4 UP LIKE
A PIE... SPRINKLE MORSELS
OF EXERCISE ALL THROUGH
IT.. AND SUDDENLY....

1.11CL.E BITS OF EXERCISE)

winning the trick with the king
instead of the queen and returned
a low spade at trick two.
This play presented declarer
with a difficult guess. Unfortunately, he guessed wrong by playing the nine instead ofthe jack. As
a result, he went down one, making only eight tricks rather than
the 12 he could have made by
playing the jack. Declarer's play of
the nine was certainly reasonable
and would have succeeded if East
had held, say, the A-K-1075-4 instead of the A-K-Q-5-4.
The contract at thesecond table
was also three notrump,and again
the opening lead was the spade
deuce. But here East took the first
trick with the queen before returning a low spade at trick two.
Declarer stewed for a long time
before finally deciding to put up
thejack,and as a result he finished
with 12 tricks.
Regardless of what you might
think ofSouth's play at trick two at
the first table, or East's play at
trick one at the second table, the
fact remains that the final contract
at both tables was decidedly inferior. Five diamonds and five clubs
each would have been far better
contracts than three notrump,and
a slam in either minor could have
been made by guessing the location of the queen of clubs.

The best players in the world
bid and play their cards well,
whether they are declaring or defending. Most ofthe time they live
up to this expectation in each department ofthe game,but it would
be a gross exaggeration to say that
they never make a mistake.
Consider this deal played in a
WRONG GRoUP FOR
high-level team championship. At
THE FOOD ANALOGY)
the first table, South got to three
notrump on the bidding shown,
and West led the deuce of spades.
i)1E)/AES°111
NTIE0(3NK)E.Th East falsecarded very smartly by
SPRINKLES'r'
Tomorrow: All that glitters is not gold.
02002 King Features Syndicate Inc
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38 DOE
successor
39 Latin I verb
40 Popular shift
41 Informal parent
42 Durable wood
44 Film
spectaculars
47 Some

a
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GAIRIFIEL_CO
MAO ARE YOU
TALKING TO?

1 MEAN, 15 THERE
ANYTHING YOU DON'T WANT?

1 - by myself
4 Energy units
8 Colosseum site
12 Moonbeam
13 Novelist
Jean 14 Like Lex Luthor
15 Make a typo
16 Use force
(hyph.)
18 Go around
20 Stir
21 Gold Rush St.
22 Opening
23 Sign gas
27 Sportscaster's
shout
29 Gooier
30 Musty
31 Euphrates city
32 Crestfallen
33 Public
transport
34 Cooling letters
35 Peeks
37 Hoover or
Aswan
1

2

3

DOWN

ill 7

15

16

18

23

22

29

24

33

32
36

25

26

34

37

UR39
HE'S ABOUT FOURTEEN INCHES...
I'M KIND OF LOOKING FOR
A CHARACTER NAMEDTNOMP5ON, CARRIES A 6000 5TRA1647 LINE,
5EE,AND I SORTA NEED OR HELP HARK510 THE TRACK HAS A QUICK
CLAIMING AIDUTI-1 RIGHT IN THE
GROUND AND HAS A 6000 tE.DIEREE
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17
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7 Sailing vessel
8 College board
9 Roe
10 Former space
lab
11 Graceful tree
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Home Delivery
3 mo
6 mo.
1 yr.

$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

Local Mail
(Calloway. Graves & Marshall)

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$25.00
$50.00
$85.00

Rest of KY/IN
(Pun ear. Buchanan & Paris)
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Subscribe to the
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51 Oahu welcome
52 Rani's servant
53 Halt
54 Terminate
55 Pamper
56 Knitter's need
57 St or ave.

1 Warlike son of
Hera
2 Escapade
3 Sheet-music
words
4 Right, on a
map
5 Muddy track
6 Bonn native

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Oct. 8. the
281st day of 2002. There are 84
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 8. 1871, the Great Chicago Fire erupted while another
deadly blaze broke out in Peshtigo,
Wis.
On this date:
In 1918. Sgt. Alvin C. York almost single-handedly killed 25 German soldiers and captured 132 in
the Argonne Forest in France.
In 1934. Bruno Hauptmann was
indicted for murder in the death of
the-infant son of Charles A. Lindbergh.
In 1956. Don Larsen pitched the
only perfect came in a World Series
to date as the New York Yankees
beat the Brooklyn Dodgers, 2-0.
One year ago: The United States
pounded terrorist targets in Afghanistan from the air for a second
night. An SAS airliner taking off
from Milan. Italy. hit a private jet,
careened into an airport building
and exploded. killing 118 people.
Seventeen Virginians were killed
when a dive boat capsized during a
hurricane in Belize. American Leland H. Hartwell and Britons R.
Timothy Hunt and Paul M. Nurse
won the Nobel Prize in medicine.
Russia's Kursk nuclear submarine
was raised from the Barents Sea
floor more than a year after it sank.
Radio commentator Rush Limbaugh
told listeners he was virtually deaf
(Limbaugh later had an electronic
device implanted in his skull that
restored much of his hearing).
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DRESS
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

TODAY IN HISTORY

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr

17 Carson City's
st.
19 Egyptian sun
god
22 Wander about
idly
24 Per
25 Norse king
26 Blouse part
27 Festive log
28 Divine archer
29 Musical notes
30 Grand total
32 Incomplete
33 Cove
36 Bone (Lat.)
37 Sitting Bull's
territory
38 Warden
40 "Blondie"
pooch
41 Not C 0.D
43 Movie alien
44 Sports
channel
45 Dollar frachon
46 Fnes or slaw
47 Nudge
48 Actress Thurman
49 Catch redhanded
50 Fin neighbor

$65.00
$80.00
$110.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$70.00
$85.00
$130.00
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Money Order
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Lili damage at
$170 million;
two charged
with looting

Victim of mob beating buried; three more youths arrested
MILWAUKEE(AP) — Hundreds of family members and friends buried Charlie Young
Jr. on Monday, link more than a week after he
was beaten to death by what police say was a
mob of children.
Mourners receised programs with pictures
of Young on the cover and inside, of his dog,
Ty Ty. and his best friend. It said Young loved
his mother's cooking and working with his
hands.
"Charlie Jr. loved God, loved life, loved to

smile, loved to make people laugh and he was
always willing to lend a helping hand to those
in need,- the program said. About 200 people
attended the funeral at Holy Redeemer
Institutional Church of God in Christ.
Meanwhile, three more youths were
charged Monday in connection with Young's
death. Prosecutors have charged a total of 11
boys and two men,ages 18 and 19, in the case;
one of the suspects is 10.
According to police. Young, 36, was fatally

bludgeoned with broomsticks, folding chairs
and a milk crate Sept. 29. Authorities said the
bloodshed began when a boy hit Young with
an egg and he responded by punching a 14year-old in the mouth and knocking out a
tooth.
In court Monday, Judge Kevin Martens
denied a request to move the 10-year-old suspect from secure custody to a mental health
treatment facility for adolescents.
"He's scared, lonely, he wants his mom,

and he wants to go home," Craig Mastantuono,
the boy's lawyer, said outside court.
Milwaukee Police Capt. Paul Stuhmer also
said a 32-year-old man was arrested Monday
in another state in connection with the beating
He declined to discuss any details.
The home where Young was beaten was the
site of a suspicious fire Sunday, and police said
it was started with an accelerant that was possibly thrown through a second-floor window.
No one was injured.

Abortions less common in U.S. than in 1994
NEW YORK (AP) — Abortions
are becoming less common in the
United States — particularly
but
—
teen-agers
among
researchers say they are surprised
by a major survey that shows the
abortion rate climbing among lowncome women.
The overall U.S. abortion rate
fell from 1994 to 2000 — from 24
abortions for every 1,000 women of
childbearing age to just 21, the notfor-profit Alan Guttmacher Institute
reported Tuesday.
But in a surprise to researchers,
the abortion rate rose sharply for
women who make less than twice
the federal poverty line — about
$34,(XX) for a family of four. The
rate fell among higher-income
groups.
"That was not something we
expected to find." said Rachel K.
Jones, lead researcher for the study,
which was based on questionnaires
I rom more than 10,0(X) women who
had abortions. "They went down
for e.\:IA one eke."

According to the survey, the cies that don't afford equal access
abortion rate rose 25 percent for to contraception," she said.
But Laura Echevarria, a spokeswomen below the poverty line and
for the National Right to
woman
less
making
23 percent for women
Life Committee, said using access
than twice the poverty level.
Jones said the rise may be evi- to contraceptives to explain the rise
dence that low-income women have in abortions performed on lowless access to contracepLtves. lead- income women is "probably a bit of
ing to more unwanted pregnancies. a stretch."
"I'd like to see what their educaShe cited late-1990s welfare
back tional levels are, how many of them
reform, which scaled
have access to educational material,
Medicaid coverage.
She said the institute planned how many of them understand
additional research in the coming childbirth," she said.
The study also showed a steep
year to get a more concrete picture
drop — nearly 40 percent — in the
of the reasons behind the trends.
The institute receives some abortion rate for women 15 to 17
funding from Planned Parenthood, years old. It fen from 24 per 1,000
but its abortion statistics are gener- young women in 1994 to just 15 in
ally regarded by both anti-abortion 2000.
Those figures do not necessarily
groups and abortion-rights supportmore teens are carrying pregmean
comprehensive.
and
accurate
as
ers
Elizabeth Cavendish, legal nancies to term. Other key indicadirector of the National Abortion tors of teenage sexual activity —
and Reproductive Rights Action including teen pregnancy and births
League, said the figures portray "a to teen mothers — also fell steadily
in the late 1990s.
tale of two nations."
Analysts have credited a broad
poliof
results
the
seeing
"We're

set ot factors for those trends,
including fears of HIV and AIDS
and a booming economy that may
have led young people to put off
raising families in favor of highpaying jobs.
It's too early to tell whether the
downturn in the economy will
cause those same statistics to rise,
said Sarah Brown, director of the
National Campaign to Prevent Teen
Pregnancy.
"It's funny. Never has anxiety
been higher about bare midriffs and
all-night raves," she said. "But kids
are having less sex, and those who
do are using contraceptives much
more carefully."
The federal government's most
recent abortion statistics are from
1998. Those figures, from the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, also show a steady drop
in abortions during most of the
1990s:
But the CDC's figures rely on
reports from state and local health
agencies, and they do not include

all 50 states. The CDC declined to
comment in advance of the release
of the Guttmacher report.
Among the institute's other findings:
—Abortions remain concentrated among women who have never
married. About 67 percent of abortions in 2000 were performed on
never-married women, compared
with 17 percent on married women
and 16 percent on previously married women.
—Nearly 90 percent of abortions
in 2000 were performed on women
who live in metropolitan areas,
where abortion clinics are much
more common than in rural areas.
—Blacks and Hispanics continue to have disproportionately high
abortion rates. Blacks make up
about 14 percent of women age 15
to 44 but account for 32 percent of
abortion. Hispanics make up about
13 percent of that age group but
account for 20 percent of abortions.
Pregnancy rates are historically
higher among minority women.

Group gathers to remember polio vaccination effort
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
group of seven people who worked
to eradicate polio from the area 40
years ago reunited in Louisville over
the weekend.
During the two Sundays in
October 1962 on which the vaccine
was first offered, 538,625 people
flooded 46 Jefferson County schools
and other locations to get immunized by taking an oral dose of
serum developed by Albert Sabin.
More than half of the county's population, which was about 630,000 at
the time, toOk the serum on a sugar
cube on the first day alone.
The group's vaccination blitz,
„illed Sabin Oral Sundays, was one

of multiple efforts in 23 Kentucky meaningful things in my life," said
Dr.. Virginia Keeney, Mao now
and southern Indiana counties.
at the University of
teaches
vaccinafollow-up
two
after
And
tion drives for type II and type III Louisville School of Medicine.
Polio is a virus that attacks the
polio during November 1962 and
nervous system, damaging
central
per85
than
more
February 1963,
cent of county residents had been nerve cells that control muscles,
which can cause paralysis.
vaccinated.
"When summer rolled around,
physicians,
local
Of the dozen
pharmacists, and members of the mothers were scared to death," said
Jaycees and the Ad Club of Frank Eisen, a retired pharmacist for
Louisville who made up the steering Pfizer Inc., which participated in
committee for the drive, most such vaccination drives. "They didattended a Sunday brunch at an east n't want to take their kids to swimend restaurant, saying they wouldn't ming pools."
Edmond King, who also was a
miss the chance to share their memPfizer pharmacist, remembers hallories.
"It was certainly one of the most ways at a children's hospital lined

with iron lungs to help children with
polio who could not breathe on their
own.
The first vaccine, a killed-virus
serum developed by Dr. Jonas Salk,
came out in 1955, but was supplanted a few years later by the Sabin
vaccine, which provided immunity
more quickly. ,
To stop the spread of polio, at
least two-thirds of the population of
a community had to receive the vac
eine, Eisen said.
"So many people in the community were involved," Eisen said,
adding that Kroger donated about
1.5 million sugar cubes and ministers reassured their congregations of

the serum's positive effect. "That's
the reason it was so successful."

NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Hurricane Lili's winds and floods
caused an estimated $170 million
in damage to insured property in
Louisiana, the state Department of
Insurance said Monday.
The estimate was derived from
claims submitted to the state's top
five homeowners' insurance companies, said Amy Whittington, a
department spokeswoman. Lili hit
the state's Gulf Coast Oct. 3, flooding homes and businesses across
southern Louisiana.
The agency has also decreased
the damage estimate for Tropical
Storm Isidore, which hit Louisiana
on Sept. 26, from $100 million to
between $65 and $70 million,
Whittington said.
Monday, authorities
Also
announced the arrests of a man and
his girlfriend for allegedly stealing
$120,000 in equipment from residents and businesses evacuated for
Lili.
Naburan Cammon, 31, and
Yolanda Jacobs, 36, were arrested
Oct. 3 near St. Rose and face looting, burglary, theft and drug
charges. They were driving a stolen
pickup and hauling a stolen trailer
loaded with $20,000 in lawn equipment when they were arrested,
police said.
Armed National Guardsmen
were patrolling south Louisiana
businesses and enforcing curfews
in some towns to discourage looting.
Power outages and wind damage caused by Lili kept schools
closed in dozens of towns Monday.
More than 80,000 people remained
without power, down from about
107,000 on Sunday.

Call Tim, He Can Help!

Tim Thurmond
For a
phone quote

If You Don't Go To The Polls On
November Sy Your Vote Still Counts
You Just Won't Have A Choice!

I

Meet These Candidates And Others At A Democratic Rally

MONDAY, OCTOBER 28• 5-8 p.m.• Playhouse in the Park
Free Chili 81 Hot Dog Supper

DE MOC RATS
DEL/VER/IVG FOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY

Paid for by the Calloway County Democratic Party. Virginia Randolph. Treasurer

